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Frances stalls southwest of Florida
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AP Photo

Beachgoers sit in an empty lifeguard chair as they watch the rough surf along lndialantic Beach, Fla., on Friday,
despite a mandatory evacuation order. Hurricane Frances is expected to make landfall along the east coast of Florida
over the weekend, spoiling many Labor Day plans.
By The Associated Press
STUART, Fla. (AP) —
Hurricane Frances lost some
steam and hesitated off the
Florida coast Friday, prolonging
the anxiety among the millions
evacuated and raising fears of a
slow, ruinous drenching over the
Labor Day weekend.
Downgraded to a Category 2
hurricane, the storm was expected
to come ashore with up to 20
inches of rain as early as Saturday
afternoon, nearly a day later than
earlier predictions.
For the 2.5 million residents
told to clear out — the biggest
evacuation in Florida history —
and the millions of others who
remained at home, Frances' tardy
arrival meant yet another day of
waiting and worrying.
"It's all the anticipation that
really gets to you," said Frank
McKnight of Wellington, who
waited four hours at a hardware
store to buy plywood.-1 just wish
it would get here, and we could
get it all over with. I want to
know now — am I going to have
a house left or not?"
A hurricane warning remained
in effect for Florida's eastern
coast, starting about 30 miles
north of Daytona Beach and
extending almost to the state's
southern tip. Gov. Jeb Bush
declared a state of emergency for
all of Florida
At 8 p.m. EDT, Frances was
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Red Cross volunteers
face return trip to
Sunshine(?) State

AP Photo
With heavy clouds looming, an unidentified couple check out the surf Friday at
Melbourne Beach, Fla. as Hurricane Frances looms offshore.
centered about 200 miles southeast of Palm Beach. Gusty wind
began to buffet the coast, and utilities reported that as many as
170,000 customers lost power at
one point.
As Frances pounded the
Bahamas, its top wind fell to 105
mph from 145 mph a day earlier.
And its march toward Florida

Clinton to undergo
bypass surge

• nior

By The Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) — Bill Clinton was
hospitalized with chest pains and shortness
of breath Friday and will undergo heart
bypass surgery in an operation that could
sideline the former president at the height
of the campaign for the White House.
An angiogram showed that Clinton.
who turned 58 two weeks ago, had significant blockage in his heart arteries but did
not suffer a heart attack, a doctor who per-

See Page 3A

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
Students at Murray Middle School contributed $1,165.84
to the Change For Charley campaign for Hurricane
Charley victims. Friday, that money was presented to
Holly Webb, executive director for the Murray-Calloway
County Chapter of the American Red Cross, and Dee
Minter, Red Cross volunteer who, along with her husband, Harold, represented the Murray chapter during a
recent mission to Florida. Presenting the check to Webb
is student Abby Dowdy, a student in teacher Tina
Richey's home room, which donated $240.75 to the
cause, the highest amount of the MMS campus.

slowed to about 4 mph. The
storm's lumbering pace and monstrous size — twice as big as devastating Hurricane Andrew in
1992 — mean Frances could
spend hours wringing itself out
over Florida, causing disastrous
flooding.
"The storm, unlike Charley
and others in the past, will be with

us for a Ring, long time," Bush
said.
Frances might remain over
Florida for two cycles of high
tide, meaning two rounds of
storm surges expected to be 5 to
10 feet.
"This storm is bringing us

See Page 2A

By JOHN WRIGHT
office Friday while her husband
Staff Writer
tried to catch up on three weeks'
Dee and Harold Minter worth of work back at their
returned Thursday from a three- farm. "When you get on these
week venture with the American (missions), it is a little sad to
Red Cross where they helped leave people you've helped like
victims of Hurricane Charley in that, knowing they're still there
southwest Florida. They know, and will be facing another one.
though. that they probably will This is going to give us a chance
not be staying in western to get our strength back, though,
so that when we go back there.
Kentucky too long.
In what would be a first in the we'll be ready."
Manning the Red Cross'
United States' history, another
powerful hurricane is poised to Emergency Response Vehicle
strike Florida for the second No. 2073 that is assigned to
Murray, the Minters helped
time in a hurricane season.
bring needed food, water and
They will be ready to respond
supplies to victims primarily on
when the call to deploy for the
three barrier islands connected
Murray-Calloway County chapto Ft. Myers — Captiva. Pine
ter comes, but they are glad to
and Sanibel, all of which were
get a break, even if it is brief.
places Charley's eye touched
"We do have our lives, too,"
when it entered from the Gulf of
said Dee, who came from her
Symsonia home to tend to business at the Murray Red Cross II See Page 2A

MSU grad, fiancee advance in 'Today Show'contest
Robert "Buddy" Butler, II, a 2000 Murray
State University advertising graduate, and
his fiancee, Nikki Hensley, were recently
chosen as one of four couples to win a destination wedding on NBC's "Today Show."
For the fifth year in a row "The Today
Show" is hosting this special series to help
people learn how to plan a wedding. This
year's series offers a new twist from the previous ones: a destination wedding.
Throughout this special twelve-week-long
series, "Today Show" guests will offer helpful advice and guide viewers through the
entire process of planning a wedding that
will occur in November. The public will be
able to select wedding plans for the couple
including their wedding site, attire and flowers and the honeymoon destination.
Butler, 27, met Hensley, 29, at his cousin

Joy's wedding in Lexington, Ky. Hensley
had known Joy since seventh grade. "I met
Buddy's sister a hundred times, but never
met him," Hensley said.
Butler, who is serving in the US. Army
and is based in Fort Campbell, Ky., attended
his cousin's wedding after returning from
Korea. At the wedding he spotted Nikki in
a black dress. After trying to get up the
nerve to talk to her, he finally asked his
cousin to introduce him.
The two danced and Nikki says she was
smitten from the beginning. "He's got the
most beautiful eyes," she said. The next
day Hensley told some of her co-workers
she met the man she was going to marry.
A week later, while Nikki was at Joy's

III See Page 2A

Today Showjohoto

Pictured are Nikki Hensley an&MSU
graduate Robert Butler ill.
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closed on Labor Day.
There will be a paper published
We will reopen on Tuesday at 7:30 a.m.
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Dial

II Wedding ...
From Front
house she asked about Buddy.
Joy immediately called Butler
and put Nikki on the phone.
After their first formal date to

Town Crier
NOTICE
III The Calloway County
Courthouse will be closed
Monday, Sept. 6, in observance of Labor Day.
• The Murray Sanitation
Department and transfer station will be closed on Monday
for the Labor Day holiday.
Monday customers should
have their containers out for
Tuesday pickup. All other
customers should set their
containers out on their regudays,
scheduled
larly
although some routes may
run late.
•To report a newsworthy
note for the Town Crier, call
753-1916.

WEATHER
HIGH:

85
LOW:

Y68
T

Tonight will
have a 60%
chance of rain.
Sunday will
have a 40%
chance of rain
with highs in
the low 80s.
Sunday night
partly cloudy
with lows near
60.

Brai

a Fourth of July fireworks, the
two talked daily on the telewas
until Buddy
phone
deployed to Iraq. After returning from Iraq. Buddy proposed
to Nikki. When the two started
making wedding plans, they discovered they couldn't decide on
the kind of wedding they wanted
or where the event would take
place. At Joy's urging, Nikki
decided to enter "The Today
Show" contest.
"There were approximately
5,000 entries and they then
chose 100 finalists and conducted telephone interviews. Then
they narrowed the selection
down to 12 couples." Hensley
said.
Hensley said after that
process, NBC notified them they
would travel to Lexington to
tape their video interview for the
final selection. "It was an interesting and long day when they
came to tape. There were many
segments they would tape, and
then we would have to re-do
them," Hensley said. "We
taped the interview at my mom's
and the horse part of the interview was taped at the Kentucky

Horse Park."
The couple received word
from NBC on Monday morning
that they were one of the four
couples that would be vying for
the luxurious wedding package.
"We will be flying up to New
York on Tuesday and NBC has
placed us in a nice hotel and is
sending us to dinner and a
Broadway play," Hensley said.
"This will be the first time for
both of us to visit New York."
Butler and Hensley will
appear on "The Today Show"
Wednesday where the votes will
be tallied and the winning couple will be announced.
The Pi Kappa Alpha alumnus said he was amazed to learn
how expensive weddings could
cost and is excited that someone
else might be picking up the tab.
"This is adding more excitement to our engagement," he
said,"but whatever the outcome,
we are having fun with it."
The voting is currently taking
place on MSNBC's "Today
*Show" website through Sept. 6.
To vote for the couple, or for
further information, log on to
MSU's www.murraystate.edu
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Ft. Myers, Fla.,
Members of a family are shown outside their heavily damage home near
many
said
residents
Minter
Dee
area.
just days after Hurricane Charley devastated that
struck.
storm
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still do not have power, more than three weeks
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Labor Day
Crusade
Sept. 5-8

INSURANCE

Nightly at 7 p.m.

WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION

For all 6th - 12th graders
Wednesday at 5:30 p.m.

1871 Locust Grove Rd., Murray, 753-9550
www.LocustGroveMurray.org

AP Photo

Fris Pierre, left, 10, looks up from under a blanket as she
lies down with her brother Frisnell, center, 7, and sister
Cheena, 5, Friday at a hurricane shelter in Westwood
High School in Fort Pierce, Fla.
mph," he said."Well, if a bug hits
you at 115 mph, it will knock
your head off."
Frances was expected to come
ashore along the middle of
Florida's eastern coast, crawl
across the state as a tropical storm
just north ofTampa and weaken to
a tropical depression as it moves
over the Panhandle on Monday.
The threat comes three weeks
after Hurricane Charley killed 27
people and caused billions of dollars in damage in southwestern
Florida. At a campaign rally in
Pennsylvania, President Bush
spoke of another potential round
of devastation for Florida.
"I've ordered teams to be in

position to help the good people
of that state," he said. "But the
best thing we can do here is to
offer our prayers."
For the most part, evacuees
seemed to be adapting calmly to
spending Labor Day weekend in
shelters. Nancy Syphax said the
mood was good at an elementary
school in Jensen Beach."This is a
necessary precaution," she said.
"I'd rather be safe than comfortable at this moment."
Many schools and government
offices closed, as did major
amusement parks, the Kennedy
Space Center and airports serving
Fort Lauderdale, Miami and
Melbourne.
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From Front

Southwest Calloway Elementary School second
grader Sabrina Jackson receives help in getting a
helmet positioned on her head from Calloway
County 4-H Agent Ginny Harper prior to her turn with
a bicycle safety exercise at the school Friday morning. Students performed a variety of hand signals
while negotiating an obstacle course after hearing
Harper explain the safety rules to bicycling.

everything," said Craig Fugate,
Florida's top emergency management official. "It's going to bring
storm surge, it's going to bring
hurricane-force winds for a sustained period of time, it's going to
bring torrential rainfall, it's going
NINO YOUR PAPER?
to bring tornadoes."
Call the circulation dew between
Wind gusts in Fort Lauderdale
5:00-6 00 p m Monday-Friday or
West Palm Beach had
and
753-1916
at
Saturday
430-500 p.m
38 mph Friday afternoon.
reached
Murray Ledger & Times lUSPS 308-700)
apple.
an
in
"Any fool can count the seeds
Palm fronds bent in the wind as
Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
Associated Press. Kentucky Press
Only God can count all the apples in one
waves slammed into the beaches.
Association and Southern Newspapers
A
gust peeled half the roof off a
Schuller
H.
—Robert
Publishers Association The Associated
seed."
Press is exclusively entitled to news ongimobile home in Davie, but no one
nated by Murray Ledger & Times
was hurt.
In Miami, which was expected
to escape the worst of Frances,
winds at the leading edge toppled
trees and caused scattered power
• N1urray - Ov.ner: Rita V%)att
12'"
605
outages.
Among those evacuated were
NAME BRAND CLOTHES OUT DAILY!
about 3,000 state inmates and
Come celebrate our 31 anniversary this September!
approximately 500 patients at
Home
Door Prizes & refreshments on September 18thl
more than a dozen hospitals.
Auto
When 12 shelters reached capaciSopf 1 - MI Simmer Items, Si loth! Sept 8- MI Summer Items, $S Sack Sale
ty in Volusia County, officials
Farm
Costume Rental '50s and `70s styles,
sent new evacuees elsewhere and
IRA's
Homestead. Tacky formals
opened three new shelters.
Nursing Home
Open Mon. - Sat. from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. • (270) 762-0207
Roads in the northern parts of
Florida were congested with people trying to leave the state. In the
south, it appeared that many people had already gone, leaving
major
HWY. 121 BYPASS • 753-4703 highways mostly clear. No
traffic problems were reported.
At a Fort Lauderdale marina,
www.kfbmurray.com
Michael Wasserberg checked on
his 65-foot boat and worried that
many will misjudge the hurricane's ferocity.
"People are hearing that the
winds are down to only 115
Evangelist Steve Hale

I'

"It's just amazing how people
respond. You'd be surprised to
see how many people would be
like, 'Well, everything of mine
is gone, so I'll go help this person...' It was incredible," said
Minter, who, along with other
volunteers learned how it does
not matter if one is financially
secure or even homeless, everybody suffers at a time like this.
Wednesday. in a send-off at their
Ft. Myers Beach hotel, the
mayor pro temp of that city recognized Red Cross personnel for
their efforts, and told of his own
plight.
"He told us that the first hot
meal he had had in nine days
was provided by the Red Cross.
He was moved to tears as he said
it," she said. "They had stocked
up with canned items to survive,
but that was the first real meal
they'd had. He said. 'For me to
go stand in a line for food and be
able to eat as good a meal as I've
had,' that shows how important
the Red Cross is.'
"Now. I hear they're trying to
organize a golf tournament for
the Red Cross."
There was one negative for
the Minters. For the final two
days, they were relegated to
helping at a shelter after the
Murray ERV, which developed
transmission problems, perhaps
from the intense heat. The ERV
was still parked at a Ft. Myers
Beach car dealership Friday
morning, along with seven others in need of repair.
Nearly 200 ERVs from

•Frances ...

By mail to rest of KY/TN - $116.00
other mail subscriptions - $136.00.

!

ment to the storm's power. One
family, in an attempt to save
belongings, had put them into a
large freezer before heading for
better shelter. The freezer was
found three blocks away. Also,
Pine Island was reportedly cut
in half by the storm's waves as a
second channel was formed by
erosion.
However, structural issues
did not matter. This mission was
about helping people. "You
bonded with the people," said
Minter of like checking on the
sick and elderly to relaying messages from victims without
power as they tried to tell loved
ones they were alive. "You did
get the tears and a lot of hugs,
too, at those times. The thing
that made it great, though, was
we got smiles when we left,
because we had helped people."
They saw and heard stories of
others helping, as well. One doctor volunteered his services to
ride in National Guard trucks
after night curfew hours began
to answer calls; • he saved two
people's lives. They also met
area volunteer Betty McCleary,
who was among the locals helping direct Red Cross personnel
from other states as to where
they needed to go and how to get
there. She had allowed eight
total strangers to take refuge in
her Ft. Myers home as Charley
approached. then, after a call for
local volunteers was relayed in
the media, she basically ordered
her visitors to accompany her to
her post. They went willingly.
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Mexico late in the afternoon on
Aug. 13. By Aug. 15, the
Minters were in Florida, the
13th Red Cross unit from outside Florida to arrive in the
stricken areas, laden with
snapped
palm trees,
destroyed
houses and
shattered
lives.
"When
we got there,
the biggest
thing you'd
Minter4 notice is that
people were
just dazed. They didn't know
how to respond," said Dee,
whose unit alone would be
responsible for more than
100.000 hot meals. 130,000 bottles of water and nearly 200,000
snacks as part of the Red Cross'
largest American mission since
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. As
of Friday, Red Cross reports say
1.9 million meals have been
served in Florida alone.
"It was very bad_ekt Sanibel
Island, it was sAtid thatT'ke'didn't get on it for two weeks
because of debris,.' she added.
"We also talked to a few people
on Pine Island that rode out the
storm, and they told us how
walls of water coming from the
Gulf and that was sucked from
an inlet met, and everything
where it met is just gone."
That was not the only testa-
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Hostage drama ends; 200 feared dead

Obituaries
Bradley Travis Jones
Bradley Travis Jones, 23, Van Cleave Road, Murray, died Friday,
Sept. 3, 2004, at 1:30 p.m. at his home. His death followed an
extended illness.
He.was born May 22, 1981, in Murray.
Survivors include his grandmother and legally adopted mother,
Mrs. Dora Jones; his mother, Mrs. Cathie Jones Mitchuson, Benton;
one sister, Amber Nicole Mitchuson, and one uncle, Bert Jones,
both of Murray.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Horne is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Betty J. Hurt
Mrs. Betty J. Hurt, 71, East Unity Church Road, Hardin, died
Thursday, Sept. 2, 2004, at 11:24 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
A housewife and mother,she was a member of the Church of Christ
One sister, Colleen Lee, preceded her in death. She was the
daughter of the late Thomas Ward Moore and Earlsey Mae Adcock
Moore.
Survivors include her husband, William P. Hurt; one son, Tom
Hurt and wife, Kathy, and one grandchild, Lauren Hurt, all of Elgin,
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. David Hendrickson will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Edwards Cemetery, Benton.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Saturday.

Mrs. Mable E. Waggoner
Mrs. Mable E. Waggoner, 94, Mayfield, died Friday, Sept. 3,
2004, at 4:22 a.m. at Heritage Manor, Mayfield.
A homemaker, she was a member of Farmington Baptist Church.
Her husband, Claude W. Waggoner, one daughter, Martha
McClain, one son, William Franklin Wilkins Jr., one granddaughter,
April M. Wilkins, one grandson, Jackie Vaughn, eight sisters and
three brothers, all preceded her in death.
Survivors include one son, Jerry Wilkins, Mayfield; one daughter, Hazel Waggoner, Port Richie, Fla.; 17 grandchildren; several
great-grandchildren; several stepgrandchildren; several stepgreatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Harry Yates will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Monday.

Morris Glen Bynum
The funeral for Morris Glen Bynum is today (Saturday) at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. The Rev. Dale
Sheridan is officiating. Burial will follow in the Lynnville
Cemetery.
Mr. Bynum, 71, Farmington community, died Tuesday. Aug. 31,
2004, at 8:30 p.m. at his home.
He worked for Emerson Electric and was a member of Bethany
Baptist Church, near Farmington.
Born July 7, 1933,in Calloway County,he was the son of the late
Buster Bynum and Mandy Hale Bynum.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Carol Harper and husband, Bobby,Paris,Tenn., Mrs. Martha Burnett, Mayfield, and Mrs
Deloris French, Water Valley; two sons, Larry Bynum and wife,
Vickie, Mayfield, and Greg Bynum and wife, Bobbye, Puryear,
Tenn.; nine grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.

By The Associated Press
BESLAN, Russia (AP) —
The three-day hostage siege at a
school in southern Russia ended
in chaos and bloodshed Friday,
after witnesses said Chechen
militants set off bombs and
Russian commandos stormed
the building. Hostages fled in
terror, many of them children
who were half-naked and covered in blood. Officials estimated the death toll at more than
200.
Early Saturday, 531 people
remained hospitalized, including 283 children — 92 of the
youngsters in "very grave" condition, health officials said.
Sixty-two hours after the
hostage drama began during a
celebration marking the first day
of the school year, the Russian
government said resistance had
ended.
Russian President Vladimir
Putin made a surprise visit to the
town early Saturday and ordered
the borders of North Ossetia, the
republic where the school is
located, closed while any
hostage takers still on the loose
are pursued.
Valery Andreyev, Russia's
Federal Security Service chief in
the region, said 10 Arabs were
among 27 militants who were
killed. The ITAR-Tass news
agency, citing unidentified security sources, reported the
hostage-taking was the work of
Chechen
warlord
Shamil
Basayev, who had al-Qaida
backing.
Alla Gadieyeva, 24, who was
taken captive with her 7-yearold son and mother, said the militants displayed terrifying brutality from the start. One gunman, whose pockets were
stuffed with grenades, held up
the corpse of a man just shot in
front of hundreds of hostages
and warned: "If a child utters
even a sound, we'll kill another
one."
When children fainted from
lack of sleep, food and water,
their masked and camouflaged

said Gadieyeva, who spoke to an
Associated Press reporter as she
lay collapsed with exhaustion on
a stretcher outside a hospital.
"People were praying all the
time, and those that didn't know
how to pray — we taught them."
The Interfax news Agency
quoted unidentified sources in
the regional Health Ministry as
saying more than 200 people
were killed. The figure could not
he confirmed. Reporters said
they had seen at least 100 bodies
in the school gym.
,•`,000,;,
Under a grove of trees outside the school, white sheets
,
covered dead bodies, including
those of children, on lines of
stretchers. Grieving parents and
loved ones knelt beside the
dead, some of whom were
awaiting identification. Nearby,
anxious crowds gathered around
lists of injured posted on the
walls of the hospital buildings.
It was not clear where the
tragic end to the siege would
leave Putin's tough policy on
Chechnya, which has enjoyed
broad domestic support despite
the heavy toll rebel violence has
taken in recent years. He has
said the Russian fight in the
Caucasus was part of the world's
larger war on terrorism.
On his visit to Beslan. Putin
warned against letting the attack
.tir up tensions in the mult-ethnic
North Caucasus region. "One of
the goals of the terrorist was to
sow ethnic enmity and blow up
AP Photo
the
North Caucasus," Putin said.
A mother embraces her injured son who escaped from a
"Anyone who gives in to such a
seized school in Beslan, North Ossetia, Russia Friday. provocation
will be viewed by us
Commandos stormed a school Friday in southern Russia as abetting terrorism."
where hundreds of hostages had been held for three
On the campaign trail in
days, sending hostage-takers and their captives fleeing Wisconsin, President Bush said
the hostage siege was "another
in a scene of chaos amid explosions and gunfire.
grim reminder" of the lengths to
captors simply sneered, she said,
Gadieyeva told of three days which terrorists will -go. World
adding that adults implored chil- of unspeakable horror — of chil- governments joined Washington
dren to drink their own urine in dren so frightened they couldn't in condemning the militants.
the intolerable heat of the gym. sleep,of captors coolly threaten"It is hard to express my
She and other hostages said ing to kill off hostages one by revulsion at the inhumanity of
there was a little water but no one. The gym where they were terrorists prepared to put chilfood the first day. The hostages held was so cramped there was dren and their families through
got nothing to eat or drink after hardly room to move. ,
such suffering," British Prime
that.
"We were in complete fear," Minister Tony Blair said.
Am.

•Clinton ...
From Front

Mrs. Virginia C. Perry
The funeral for Mrs. Virginia C. Perry will be Sunday at 2:30
p.m. at Maple Spring United Methodist Church. The Rev. Kenny
Locke will officiate.
Collier Funeral Home, Benton, is in charge of arrangements, but
no visitation is scheduled.
Mrs. Perry, 82. Village Road, Benton, died Thursday, Sept. 2,
2004, at 1:45 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
A homemaker, she was a member of Maple Springs United
Methodist Church, Benton, and of a chapter of the Order of the
Eastern Star in Baldwin, Mo.
Her husband, Cliff Perry, and one sister both preceded her in
death. She was the daughter of the late Rudolph Pitsch and Ella
Engstrom Pitsch.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Loretta Adams and husband, Perry, Hardin, and Ms. Nancy Sexton, Dallas, Texas; nine
grandchildren; several great-grandchildren.

formed the test told The
Associated Press.
Clinton said he was looking
forward to completing the surgery and resuming his normal
activities. "Let me just say this.
Republicans aren't the only people who want four more years
here," he told CNN's "Larry
King Live" Friday evening.
Clinton's wife, Sen. Hillary
Rodham Clinton, said that the
former president would have
surgery early next week and that
no further information about his
condition would be released
until the operation is finished.
"I wanted to report to you
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"I guess I'm a little scared,
but not much," he said. "I'm
looking forward ,to it. I want to
get back. I want to see what it's
like to run five miles again."
During his two terms as president, Clinton was an avid jogger also known for his love of
fast food. But in January of this
year, Clinton said he had cut out
junk food sifter going on "The
South Beach Diet" and starting a
workout regimen. He has long
struggled with a weight problem, but had recently appeared
much leaner.

HONORING
AMERICAN HEROES
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Exceptional savings on fine Oriental rugs!

Come in today and save up to 60% off during our INVENTORY BLOWOUT SALE! We have thousands of rugs
in inventory and have drastically reduced everything in our showroom. Now is the time to buy a beautiful
handmade rug for your home. You'll find every color and design imaginable at Wiggins Furniture.
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In bypass surgery, a new
piece of blood vessel, usually
taken from the patient's leg, is
sewn into place to create a
detour around a blockage.
Patients typically spend three to
fiNe days in the hospital and are

encouraged to be fairly active
right away.
Clinton had agreed to campaign for Democrat John Kerry
in the two months to go before
the election, and had appeared at
some Democratic Party events.
He awaited the operation at
the hospital in upper Manhattan,
not far from his Harlem office.
The former president blamed
the blockage in part on genetics
but also said he "may have done
some damage in those years
when I was too careless about
what I ate."
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that my husband is doing very
well," she said outside New
York
Presbyterian
Hospital/Columbia, where the
former president is being treated. "He's in great humor. He's
beating all of us at cards and the
rest of the games we're play-

• LIMITED TIME ONLY
• EVERYTHING MUST BE SOLD
• ALL SIZES AVAILABLE FROM 2' x 3' TO 12' x 18"
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270.753.4566
3060 U S Highway 641 N • Murray, Kentucky 42071

In honor of our veterans and soldiers who still serve and protect our great land, we will be having our third annual "Honor
Our American Heroes Day." Joining us will be Major Craig
Wagoner and military personnel from Fort Campbell. This will
be a great time to show our appreciation and heart-felt gratitude for all those who help keep America free. Come out on this
day and salute America's finest heroes.

EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday, September 12 - Service 10:30 a.m.
Pastor Joey Adair
Special Music and Inspirational Preaching
Nursery Provided

LOCATED 1 MILE EAST ON HWY.94 • 753-1834
Please contact us if you need a ride on our church van.
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Checking Bush's Facts
By CALVIN WOODWARD
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK(AP) —
President Bush's boast of a 30member-strong coalition in Iraq
masked the reality that the
United States is bearing the
overwhelming share of costs, in
lives and troop commitments.
And in claiming to have routed
most al-Qaida leaders, he did
not mention that the big one
got away.
Bush's acceptance speech at
the Republican National
Convention on Thursday night
brought the nation a collection
of facts that told only part of
the story, hardly unusual for
this most political of occasions.
He took some license in
telling Americans that
Democratic opponent John
Kerry "is running on a platform
of increasing taxes."
Kerry would, in fact, raise
taxes on the richest 2 percent
of Americans as part of a plan
to keep the Bush tax cuts for
everyone else and even cut
some of them more. That's not
exactly a tax-increase platform.
And on education, Bush
voiced an inherent contradiction, dating back to his 2000
campaign, in stating his stout
support for local control of
'education, yet promising to
toughen federal standards that
override local decision-making.
"We are insisting on
accountability, empowering
parents and teachers, and making sure that local people are in
charge of their schools," he
-aid. on bne hand. Yet,"we
will require a rigorous exam
before graduation."
On Iraq, Bush derided Kerry
for devaluing the alliance that
drove out Saddam Hussein and
is trying to rebuild the country.
"Our allies also know the historic importance of our work,"
Bush said. "About 40 nations
stand beside us in Afghanistan,
and some 30 in Iraq."
But the United States has
more than five times the number of troops in Iraq than all
the other countries put together.
And, with 976 killed,
Americans have suffered nearly
eight times more deaths than
the other allies combined.
Bush aggressively defended
progress in Afghanistan, too.

-Today, the government of a
free Afghanistan is fighting terror, Pakistan is capturing terrorist leaders ... and more than
three-quarters of al-Qaida's ke),
members and associates have
been detained or killed. We
have led, many have joined,
and America and the world are
safer."
Nowhere did Bush mention
Osama bin Laden, nor did he
account for the replacement of
killed and captured al al-Qaida
leaders by others.
Bush's address wasn't the
only one this week that glossed
over some realities.
Vice President Dick Cheney,
trying to make Kerry look
wobbly on defense, implied in
his speech that Kerry would
wait until the United States is
hifbY a foe before hitting back.
"He declared at the Democratic
convention that he will forcefully defend America after we
have been attacked," Cheney
said.
New York Gov. George
Pataki echoed Cheney's line of
criticism Thursday night.
Kerry said in his convention
speech,"Any attack will be
met with a swift and certain
response." But he also spoke of
pre-emptive action in that
address, saying a threat that is
"real and imminent" is also a
justification for war.
In his keynote address, Sen.
Zell Miller attacked Kerry for
Senate votes against the Navy
F-14D Tomcat fighter and the
B-2 bomber — the heart of his
case that the Democrat has
stood against essential weapons
systems.
He ignored the fact that
Cheney, as defense secretary,
canceled the F-14 and submitted a budget scaling back production of the B-2.
Miller also said Kerry has
made it clear he -would use
military force only if approved
by the U.N.," a stretch of
Kerry's position. Kerry told his
convention "I will never hesitate to use force when it is
required" and "I will never
give any nation or international
institution a veto over our
national security."

Editor's Note: Associated
Press Writer Sharon Theimer
contributed to this report.

•

A Worthy A enda
NEW YORK -- Eight years
after Bill Clinton announced
that "the era of big government
is over," President Bush told
cheering delegates as he accepted the nomination of his party
for a second term that the era of
smaller government is over.
In speaking of what
he wants
government
to do, rather
than what
government
should not
do, Bush is
more in the
mold of
Cal's
Thoughts Richard
By Cal Thomas Nixon than
Ronald
Syndicated
Reagan. But
Columnist
these are no
longer
Reagan times, an this is no
longer the 20th century.
The war started by terrorists
isn't cold, but red hot, and the
president vowed to continue
fighting their fire with an inferno of his own. More than once
he embraced liberty for others
as an objective of American
policy and a solution to conflict
and war. He defended his doctrine of pre-emption and
vowed,"We will extend the
frontiers of freedom."
Domestically, the president

proposed no new programs but
promised to reform the tax code
to create a "simpler, fairer, progrowth system." That is easier
pledged than accomplished, as
others who have tried and failed
can testify. He also asked
Congress (again) to make the
tax cuts permanent.
There was something for
every group the president is trying to reach, or whose vote he
already has.
Health care? He promised to
allow small businesses to purchase health care at discounts
available to big companies and
to encourage companies and
individuals to sign up for personal health savings accounts.
Social Security? He'll guarantee it for older people, but he
wants younger workers to be
able to set aside personal funds
in accounts "government can
never take away."
He wants to raise education
performance, create an "ownership society" in which 7 million
more families will be able to
afford new homes over the next
10 years. He asked Congress to
pass medical liability reform to
help reduce the cost of medicine. That's been tried before,
too, but it has been stifled by
the powerful trial lawyers
lobby..
The president said he would
"restrain" federal spending.

"Reduce" would have been a
better word, because "restrain"
sounds like slowing down the
rate of growth and this president has presided over huge
increases in federal spending.
much of which is unrelated to
fighting terror.
The "values" issues were
mentioned to keep social conservatives happy:"We must
make a place for the unborn
child:" marriage is "a union
between a man and woman:"
and he "supports the protection
of marriage against activist
judges."
Vice President Dick Cheney
said a few days earlier that people ought to be allowed to live
as they please. In a throwback
to the Reagan years, Bush
pledged to "continue to appoint
federal judges who know the
difference between personal
opinion and the strict interpretation of the law." He had better
be praying for that 60-vote
Senate super-majority or he'll
face the same Democrat opposition that has stalled some of the
judges he has already named.
The president was self-deprecating about his rhetorical
skills (he avoided any stumbles
Thursday night). He exuded
confidence, character and credibility -- three qualities that
should impress voters.
It was a good speech, corn-

bining many elements into one
theme: George W. Bush is a
better choice than John Kerry.
It was shot through with references to his strength and
Kerry's weakness. If any undecided voters remain, and if they
were concerned about the president's resolve to fight terror and
do all he can to protect the
country, his speech should have
put those fears to rest.
This convention began with
delegates, pollsters and journalists saying it will be a tight
race. It ended with some of
them sensing a possible landslide. Some spoke of a possible
53-46 Bush blowout.
Polls are now tracking in
that direction, though the gap is
not yet that wide. Some pundits
are predicting a Bush ''bounce"
of perhaps eight point's coming
out of this convention. Kerry
had no bounce out of Boston.
"This young century will be
liberty's century," said the president with enthusiasm for this
principle. But it is more than a
principle. It is George W.
Bush's "vision thing," and it is a
vision that, if it comes true, can
potentially liberate more people
than the millions already set
free by America in the last century and the first four years of
this one.
That's a worthy agenda for
four more years.

OUR READERS WRITE

A Rose Garden in Bloom

To the Editor,
Choices don't get any clearer and stakes don't get any higher.
This November election is of the utmost importance from presiBack in 1958 during my senior year in
dent to the state legislature. We here in Trigg County are very forcollege
in Lexington, Ky., I wrote a column
tunate to be represented in Frankfort by a man of high morals and
in the student newspaper in praise of classwho is always aware of his constituency.
mate Lee Rose, a guard for our
I am a member of an organization called "Helping Hands of
Trigg County" and my job is finding sources for help plus a few
Transylvania College Pioneers. In determiother things. Buddy (Buckingham) has never refused to help us
nation, drive, dynamism, dedication, charisand has helped in situations from finding an oral surgeon in
ma,and common sense, Lee encompassed
Louisville to pull a poor sick man's teeth (free) to getting scholarvirtues I admired.
ships for a young mother, helping expedite SSI and Medicaid,
Forty-five years later,
he/ping with social concerns in many situations and the list goes
when he retired, Lee
on. I might add that not one U.S. senator or U.S. representative
was still on the baskethas ever had someone return my calls.
ball court, still the stubAlso, when the phone doesn't ring while you are having supper
bornly single-minded
or watching TV with a call from some salesman selling windows,
student of the game he
you can thank Buddy.
was way back when,
Remember that no representative is worth voting for unless he
and still one of my
takes care of his constituency whether he is in Frankfort or
heroes. He sandwiched
Washington. I represent no other person in Helpling Hands but
in being a good husmyself, but I feel that I have had the experience to ask you to vote
band, father, and grandfor this worthy man, Buddy Buckingham.
Ronella Stagner
father, but basketball
Si
el
e
tni
Cadiz, Ky.
still was the essence of
By Larry
his existence.
McGehee
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following was addressed to the citiHe was good at it,
Syndicated
zens of Murray:
really
good.
Columnist
Recently. my wife and I brought our oldest sip to begin his colLee spent his first
lege career at Murray State University. As we live in Louisville,
nine years in West
hours away, there was some anxiety about having him so far from
Ky.,
on
the
edge
of coalmining
Irvine,
home.
We were absolutely overwhelmed by the kindness and hospital- country. Then he moved to Lexington, was
ity of the volunteers that assisted with the move-ins process. What I a star athlete in basketball and baseball in
high school, and put in four years as a colremembered as chaos at the state's "flagship" university from my
lege player at an academically-tough little
college years, was more like a "welcome home."
To top things off, we hit something in the road which caused an college not many blocks away from where
Adolph Rupp was creating legends with his
immediate blow-out in our pickup's tire. It was getting dark and I
limped the truck into the Office Depot parking lot to get it under a
University of Kentucky Wildcats.
light. Within minutes, nearly the entire Office Depot staff was
Transy had no football program. and
there assisting, offering to take my younger son and wife into the
basketball reigned supreme. Transy's archstore and generally treating us like family. In addition, numerous
rival in those days was Georgetown
other folks drove slowly by, asking if we needed any help.
College, and a Georgetown player named
Our family is pleased and relieved to know that our son is in
Dick Grote was the personification of evil
such a warm-hearted community. Thanks to all for the welcome
for
that generation of Pioneers. The Transy
embrace. We look forward to being a long distance part of Murray
celebrated for days when a Rosecampus
for the next four years.
John T.(Tom) Underwood led team bested them.
Rose coached the Versailles high school
Frankfort, Ky.

team his first year out after graduation, and
then he began his remarkable record of
coaching successes at the college level-19
years as head college coach and 8 as an
assistant college coach-and followed that
with 14 years as an assistant coach and
executive in the NBA.
As an assistant at Transylvania and then
at Cincinnati, Rose-aided teams had 134
wins and 77 losses. As a head coach at
Transylvania, UNC Charlotte, Purdue, and
South Florida, Rose-led teams had 388
wins and 162 losses, a .705 winning percentage. Lee took teams to 13 national
tournaments: 7 times to the NCAA nationals, and 5 times to the NIT nationals. His
UNC Charlotte team in 1977 and his
Purdue team in 1980 went to the NCAA
Final Four.
He was the Sporting News Coach of the
Year and Sun Belt Coach of the Year in
1977, and the Big Ten Coach of the Year in
1979-80. He was head coach for the U. S.
team at the 1979 Soviet Union Spartakiade
Games and the 1985 World University
Games in Kobe, Japan, and helped select
the 1980 U.S. *Olympic team and the 1994
Dream Team.
His travels took him to 30 countries as
an American ambassador for basketballin
the NBA, he was an assistant coach with
San Antonio, New Jersey, Milwaukee. and
Charlotte, with 344 wins and 355 losses.
In his "retirement", basketball remained
Rose's raison d-etre (reason for being), and
he served as an NBA consultant for
National Basketball Developmental League
coaches.
Now, in a fitting capstone to a stellar
career, Rose has organized everything he
knows about basketball coaching and written an engaging book that likely will
•
become a caching bible: The Basketball

Handbook: Winning essentials for players
and coaches(Human Kinetics, 2004, 251
pp., $18.95 paperback).
Modesty being part of Rose's make-up,
the book barely mentions him or his
records. It sticks to the subject: which is,
simply put, how to play the game well. He
covers offense and defense, techniques and
tactics, and how to evaluate player
strengths and weaknesses. Basketball is a
game of fundamentals, and Rose knows
and tells them all.
Throughout the technical teaching, complete with diagrams, run five insuperable
principles: Play Hard, Play Smart, Execute
the Plan, Be Unselfish, and Maximize
Strengths, Minimize Weaknesses.
You'll have to love the game to appreciate the intricacies and details of this manual, but Kentuckians(where the only competitions to basketball for prestige for popularity are horse-racing and bourbon-making) will quickly attest that Rose knows
whereof he writes and that he is sharing
with a wider geographical audience longheld secrets of Kentucky basketball success.
If you are a coach, a player, or just a
rabid fan, Rose's principles and explanations will dribble their way into your consciousness. He unveils the discipline and
structure behind the basketball art form. I
wish someone would do that for ballet or
opera.
02004, Wofford College, SC

Larry McGehee, professor and vice president at Wofford, may be reached by e-mail
at mceeheeltOt wofford edu
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LISA SATTERWHITE/Chamber photo

Risa Perry, owner of Express Pharmacy at 2800 Radio Road in Almo specializes in discount prescriptions, local delivery and personal service. To save money for your medicines or medical equipment, stop by Express Pharmacy, call Risa at 753-3634 or visit
www.expresspharmacyky.com.

Ice Cream Festival is next week
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Did you know... the
5th Annual ice Cream Festival
will
be
September
10 and 11
at
the
Chestnut
Street
park?
Friday
evening,
rides and
concessions will
Chamber be available
for
Chat
families
By Lisa
and
Satterwhite
Saturday
Assistant
opening
Director
ceremonies
Murray/Calloway will be held
County Chamber at 10 a.m.
of Commerce
Nickelodeon's
Jimmy Neutron will be on hand
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. for photos. An ice'crearrokraking contest, pageant and A Tribute to
Rescue Officials to remember
9/11 will also take place. For
more information contact our
local park office at 762-0325.
Coming Up Around Town
•Murray Super Cross, MCC
Fairgrounds, Tonight,6 p.m.
•KWW Arts & Crafts Show,
Fenton Activities Area, Sept. 4 6, $3 per car.
II Labor Day Weekend
Finale, Woodlands Nature
Station, LBL, Sept. 4 - 6, various activities for children,
www.lbl.org.
II Between the Rivers
Homecoming for former residents of the area now known as
LBL, Bison Range Picnic Area,
Sept. 5.
•Murray Trade Day, MCC
Park, Sept. 6, 7 a.m. - noon.
•HDL & LDL: The Good,
the Bad & the Solution, Center
for Health & Wellness, Sept. 8,
noon- 12:30 p.m.
MI Ladies' Day, Glendale
Road Church of Christ. Sept. 11,
9 a.m. - noon.
•MSU Rodeo Team Barrel
Racing and Roping, West KY
Expo -Center, Sept. 11 - 12, 9
a.m., free admission.
▪ Freedom Salute to honor
the soldiers who served during
Operation Noble Eagle and
Operation Enduring Freedom,
MCC Park Amphitheater, Sept.
11, 3 p.m., community invited.
▪ Shapedown for ages 6 - 8,
Center for Health & Wellness,
Sept. 13, 3:30 - 5 p.m.
• AARP Driver's Safety
Course, Center for Health &
Wellness, Sept. 13 and 14, 9
a.m. -1

JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times photo

Publisher Alice Rouse shows off one of the first copies of the newly-designed
Murray Ledger & Times after it emerged from the press Thursday morning. Pictured
are, from left, pressman John McLeod, pressman David Stom, Rouse and R.J.
McDougal, press foreman.

Start of back-to-school shopping
season disappointment for retailers
By ANNE D'INNOCENZIO
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK OP) — The
August start of the back-toschool shopping season was a
disappointment for major retailLISA SATTERWHITE/Chamber photo
ers, delivering the industry a
Peggy Billington, Bonnie Raspberry, Heidi Shultz and
third straight month of tepid
Kenny Darnell pose after shopping at Office Depot during sales and its weakest gain in
their recent Business and a Little Lunch. Office Depot almost a year and a half. Higher
Manager, Victor Cruse offered discounts, giveaways and gasoline prices and consumers'
refreshments at this recent event attended by several ongoing worries about jobs conChamber members. ,
tributed to the poor showing.
IN Weight Matters, Center for material for Calloway County
Even Wal-Mart, Stores Inc.,
Health & Wellness, Sept. 14,4 - Family History Book, Sept. 30. the industry leader, suffered last
5 p.m.
P.O. Box 685, Murray, KY, month, turning in its weakest
IN Agriculture Field Day, 42071.
performance in 3 1/2 years. The
West Farm, MSU,Sept. 15 - 16,
Hazel Day Celebration, discounter pared its third-quar8 a.m.
Hazel, KY,Oct. 2.
•4-H Roundup, West KY
IS Murray Main Street ter sales and profit forecast
Expo Center, Sept. 18, 9 a.m., Downtown Farmer's Market, Thursday after the company and
free admission.
Court Square, every Saturday other retailers released their
•ALS "Stride and Ride" 5K through Oct.9,7:30 a.m. - noon. results.
Walk, Run or Ride, RSEC,Sept.
▪ NBL Sanctioned BMX
The discouraging news came
18.
Bicycle Racing, MCC Park, from nearly all retail sectors and
•City-wide Yard Sale, Sept. every Saturday through Oct. 30, raised concerns that consumers
18, maps available Sept. 16 for call 759-9460.
who have helped prop up the
$4, Sept. 17- 18 for $2,deadline
Upcoming Ribbon
to list yard sale Sept. 10.
Cuttings/Grand Openings economy with spending might
• Murray Art Guild,
IN Rita's Neat Repeats, 605 now be contributing to its slow Beginning Weaving, Sept. 20 - South 12th, Sept. 8, 4 p.m., ing.
24, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m., register by Consignment clothing and cosThe big exceptions were
Sept. 14.
tume rentals at great prices.
high-end stores whose cusIII Murray Art Guild,Creative
• Garland Windows and tomers'were the first to benefit
Writing Workshop, Mondays, Siding, Commerce Centre, Sept.
from the economic recovery and
Sept. 20 - Oct. 18, 7 - 9 p.m., 9, 3:30 p.m., Home improveregister by Sept. 14.
ment on wheels with Jason and who haven't been as vulnerable
to rising gas prices. And Best
• Vascular Screenings: Vanessa Garland.
Aneurysms & Carotid, Center
• First American Title Buy Co. Inc. offered a solid
for Health & Wellness, Sept. 23, Insurance Company, 304 North sales outlook based on strong
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
4th St., Sept. 16, 9 a.m., An business from its digital TVs
•"Elder"cize; A Perfect Fit alternative to traditional title and such services as its 24-hour
for Seniors, Center for Health & work in Calloway County.
computer support task force.
Wellness, Sept. 24, 11:30 a.m. Welcome New Chamber
Still, overall sales fell far
noon.
Members
IN Bluegrass Bicycle Rally
Rita's Neat Repeats, Rita short of expectations.
"The back-to-school season
benefiting Children's Miracle Wyatt, consignment clothing,
Network, Sept. 25,8 a.m.,forms costume rentals, 605 South is not off on a strong footing,
available at Wal-Mart Sporting 12th, 762-0207.
and while September may be
Goods.
more telling, you really have to
•"If You Think this Doesn't
For more information on ask how sustainable consumer
Affect You... Think Again!", a becoming a member of the spending
power is," said John
forum on the impact of sub- Murray-Calloway
County
stance abuse, Curris Center, 3rd Chamber of Commerce or host- Morris, senior retail analyst at
Floor Theatre, Sept. 27, 6:30 - ing a Chamber event contact Harris Nesbitt.
or Lisa
8:30 p.m., community invited, Tab Brockman
Retailers found low-to-midSatterwhite at 753-5171.
for more info. 762-7333.
dle-income shoppers more fru• Deadline for submitting
gal in response to higher gas
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NYSE AP Photo

Traders work on the floor of the New York Stock
Exchange, Thursday. Stocks strode higher in a late surge
of bargain hunting Thursday, as oil prices stepped back
from their highs of the day and investors shrugged off
sluggish retail sales and mixed economic data.
prices and grocery bills.
The International Council of
Americans are also worried Shopping Centers-UBS sales
about their jobs. On Tuesday, the tally of 71 retailers was up a
Conference Board reported a meager 1.1 percent, missing its
larger-than-expected decline in already reduced forecast for a
consumer confidence, and 1.5 percent to 2 percent gain.
attributed the slide to concerns That's the weakest performance
about job prospects.
since March 2003, when merStores also blamed Hurricane chants reported a 0.2 percent
Charley, which swept through decline. The tally is based on
Florida last 'month, forcing what the industry calls samestores to close. And sales were store sales, or sales at store
affected by technical factors, a opened at least a year. They are
late Labor Day weekend, which considered the best indicator of
will come a week later than a a retailer's performance.
year ago and will push sales into
August's sales figure is
the September reporting period, below the 3 percent gain seen in
and the fact that year-earlier June and July, and well off the
results were boosted by the gov- average 6 percent increase of
ernment's one-time child care January through May.
tax credits.
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make sure you have your best insurance.

Phillip Klepper. M.D.
- Hearing Aids -No Referrals Required Coll for Appointment (270) 759-410

Before you renew your current insurance policies, why not
give State Auto a call and check out our competitive rates.
We offer superior coverage on Home and Automobile
insurance. Plus, you can benefit from superior service and
custom-designed packages. Call our agency today.
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Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE
We Service AR Brands'

212 East

• 153-1556

Your best insurance m
is a good agent
*MS AUTO'
moansCam.=
CleOPXO Ce.

cNutt Insurance

118 South 5th St. • Murray • 753-4451
Westside • Court Square

1715 Melrose Dr.
LOOKING FOR A REAL TREASURE? Look over this immaculate 3
BR, 2 BA ranch with an air of class. Big bountiful yard. Custom
blinds, lovely fireplace with gas logs in the family room. This one
wins "hands down" for true livability and priced at only $139,900.
Don't miss out. Take a look today. MLS 422621

711 Main St.
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Voted Favonte
Insurance Agency
In Coiowey County Dan McNutt, AAI Greg McNutt

Mike Young
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Divorce recovery group meets
Tuesday at Presbyterian church
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—Heart-Smart" is the program
for the menus in the cafeteria
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Anne Newberry, dietitian,
said the menus are designed
to help those restricting saturated fats and sodium in their
diet. Menus, subject to occasional change, for the week of
Sept. 6-12 have been released
as follows:
Monday - "Chinese Day"
- beef pepper steak, 'crispy
baked chicken, sweet and sour
pork, 'fluffy white rice, 'baked
potato, fried rice, 'stir fry vegetables, egg roll, broccoli
cheese soup.
Tuesday - 'turkey divan
with broccoli and cheese,
prime rib sandwich on homemade bun, breaded pork cutlet with gravy, tator tots, 'turnip
beans,
greens, 'northern
'Capri vegetable blend, Idaho
potato soup.
Caesar
Wednesday
salad, roast beef with gravy,
"baked salmon patty, steak-

house chicken strips,'whipped
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Datebook
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Murray Middle School Dance Team
Saturday - fried chicken,
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today
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Editor
'crumb topped fish filet, pota9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Taco John's.
to cheese casserole, 'tender
spinach, fried cauliflower, Wisconsin cheese soup.
Sunday - spiral baked ham,
Committee will meet
Calloway County Democratic Executive
'sliced turkey breast, corn
Library. All DemocPublic
way
Callo
bread dressing, candied sweet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
759-9905.
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inform
more
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potatoes, 'broccoli spears, rats are welcome.
"garden vegetable soup.
*denotes heart-smart selection
ay at 7:30 a.m.
Leadership Murray Alumni will meet Tuesd
coordinator of
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Kraem
Dottie
at the Murray Country Club.
Abuse Prevention,
the Calloway County Alliance for Substance
will be the guest speaker.

Dance Team plans promotion

Democratic Committee will meet Tuesday

Leadership Alumni to meet Tuesday

Delta Department
to meet Wednesday
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Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday

Murray Singles will meet Tuesday

Birtiannouncements

Keatyn Ann Collins

Temple Hill Lodge will meet

Kappa Department to meet Tuesday

Continuing education center
offering computer classes

Park pool will be open this weekend

Labor Day Luau will be at Oaks

New Beginnings meeting Saturday

Humane Society plans promotion

URING?
How ABOUT AN

Grogan family reunion on Sunday

ANNUITY?

Collateral
R - 9:10
Wicker Park
P613. 12:50 • 3:20 - 7:20•940
Exorcist: The Beginning
R. 1:10 • 3:30 - 7:35 - 9:50
Anacondas
P613 - 1.40 - 3 40 - 7.05 -9-15

Program information Call 753-3314

The initial guaranteed rate' is

3.75%
'Tin (se a guaranteed tor trIe hst more,and hot
car rify rnonINy ante locked C br one per
Guairitat no beer than 3%

Sheila Crouse
300 Maple St.
Murray, KY 42071

Lose Weight The Healthy Way!

FREE CONSULTATION

270-753-4741
001 270-293-7197

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
t LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

/A

TIRED OF LOW CARB DIETS?

270-522-5212

Four Rivers group to meet Sunday

Four Rivers Music Friends are scheduled to meet Sunday at
2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open
to all musicians and listeners. For information call Velvaleen
at 753-6979.

Lodge scheduled to meet Monday
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will meet
Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Lodge, Highway 121
North and Robertson Road North,

Merl imports
2 BIG DAYS!
FZI., SRI 3 & SAT., SEPT. 4-

UNIVERSITY PLAZA
CHESTNUT ST., MURRAY
270-753-1851

CLOSET
SUN., UPI 5 MON., SEPT. 6

"In order to keep a
true perspective of
one's importance,
everyone should
have a dog that will
worship him and a
cat that will ignore
him."
— Dereke Bruce

SPORTS
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Brown breaks hand punching clubhouse wall
NEW YORK (AP) — Kevin
Brown might have punched
himself out of the pennant race,
and the New York Yankees are
angry about it.
Brown broke his non-pitching hand when he punched a
wall in the clubhouse Friday
night during New York's 3-1
loss to the Baltimore Orioles.
"You just can't do this,
there's no doubt about it. You've
got to keep your emotions in
check," Yankees general manager Brian Cashman said. "It's a
major issue that we shouldn't be
dealing with. It's a problem."
Especially at this point in the
year. The loss cut New York's
AL East lead to just 2 1/2 games
over the Red Sox, its smallest
margin since before games of
June 12. The Yankees led by a
season-high 10 1/2 games on
Aug. 15.
Now they might be without
one of their best pitchers down
the stretch. Frustrated by an
injury-filled season, Brown's
hot temper could cost the
Yankees at the most important
time.
"Stupidity," he said, choosing
his words carefully.
"I reacted to frustration I'd

swallowed all year. ... There are
no extuses. I let it boil over and
I did something stupid. I owe
my teammates an apology for
letting my emotions take over
like that."
Already short on starting
pitching, the Yankees were
unsure how long the 39-year-old
right-hander might be out. He
was to be examined by a hand
specialist Saturday.
"My plan is to splint it and
pitch. I just pray that my stupidity didn't hurt the team," he said.
Acquired from Los Angeles
last offseason, the oft-injured
Brown (10-4) missed seven
weeks in June and July with a
strained lower back and intestinal parasite. He tweaked his knee
while covering first base on an
awkward play in the fifth inning
Friday, then was hit on the right
forearm by Miguel Tejada's RBI
single in the sixth.
Steamed by it all, he walked
around the clubhouse in the
middle of the sixth and punched
a wall, breaking two bones in his
left hand.
That was the end of his night.
After the game,Cashman and
Yankees manger Joe Torre were
visibly annoyed. All-Star catch-
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Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we cant
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL
Fridey's scorers
By The Associated Press
Apollo 35, Owensboro Catnoec 26
Bardstown 25, Nelson Co 20
Beachwood 61. Lloyd Memonal 14
Belfry 20, Lawrence Co. 18
Bawling Green 42, Warren Central 7
Boyle Co 37, Danville 30
Breathitt Co. 62, Pike Co Central 0
Bnarcrest Chnstian. Tenn 49, Calloway Co 0
Bullet Central 20, Lou Valley 7
Bullet East 14, John Hardin 7
Butter Co 46. McLean Co. 0
Campbellsville 28, Taylor Co. 14
Carrot' Co. 42, Washington Co 21
Central Hardin 19, LaRue Co 14
Clay Co 51, Lynn Camp 22
Crittenden Co 48, Muhlenberg North 19
Edmonson Co 27, Grayson Co. 14
Elizabethtown 13. Ft Knox 12
Estill Co 59. Nicholas Co. 13
Fairview 20, coal Grove, Ohio 14
Fleming Co. 36. Mason Co. 14
Franklin Co. 31, Frankton 18
Garrard Co. 20, Lincoln Co. 15
Glasgow 48, Allen Co -Scottsville 7
Grant Co. 21, Bellevue 6
Greenfield. Tenn. 27. Fulton City 13
Grundy, W.62, Shelby Valley 6
Harlan 28, Evans 0
Hamson Co. 52. Montgomery Co 7
Harrodsburg 32, Mercer Co 15
Han Co 25. Adair Co 16
Hazard 45. Fleming-Neon 0
Heath 53, Fulton Co. 18
Henderson Co. 51, Daviess Co 0
Henry Co. 20, Owen Ca 7
Hookinsville 40, Mayfield 3
Johnson Central 62, Greenup Co 13
Knox Central 27. Cawood 12

AP Photo
Yankees' starter Kevin Brown pitches in the first inning
against the Baltimore Orioles, Friday in New York.
er Jorge Posada refused to
answer questions about Brown's
injury.
Cashman said Brown could
be disciplined or fined. Torre
said he spoke to Brown and
expressed his disappointment.
"Certainly uncalled for and
unnecessary," Torre
said.
"There's more to this game than
one person. We rely on him a
great deal. It's not something

that's helping the team, obviously."
After the game, the Yankees
began reviewing Brown's contract to determine whether a
self-inflicted injury could void
the guarantee language, one
baseball official said on the condition of anonymity. No determination had been made, the
official said.

Lex. Bryan Station 40, Bourbon Co. 0
Lax Henry Clay 20, Owen Co 7
Lax Lafayette 22, Boyd Co 8
Logan Co. 32, Muhlenberg South 21
Lone Oak 26, Benton, It 21
Lou AM/1(ton 34, Lou, Moore 14
Lou Butler 17, Lou. Fairdais 7
Lou Chnsban Academy 20, Woodford Co 6
Lou. DeSalee 30, Lou. Iroquois 14
Lou. Doss 13, Lou. Holy Cross 12
Lou. Ky. Country Day 80, Evangel Chnstain 29
Lou. Southern 33, North Bullet 13
Lou Trinity 18, Lou. DuPont Manual 14
Lou Western 84. Tnmble Co 0
Madison Central 28, Lea Tales Creek 7
Meade Co 22. Owensboro 6
Metcalfe Co 20, Green Co 14
Middlesboro 27. Pineville 0
Murray 44, Marshall Co 14
Newport 57. Dayton 14
Newport Central Catholic 38, Holmes 6
North Laurel 35. Perry Co. Central 28
Paducah Tilghman 18, Graves Co 7
Paintsville 64, Jeniuns 16
Pans 15, Pendleton 7
Phelps 22, Betsy Layne 0
Prestonsburg 27, Bell Co. 24
Pulaski Southwestern 35, East Jessamine 14
Raceland 40, Lewis Co 39
Rthdland 3.3, Ballard Memorial 14
Rockcastle Co. 18, Pikeville 0
Rowan Co 58, Spencer Co 6
Russell 28, Paul Blazer 14
Ryle 40, Lou Eastern 14
Scott Co 37. George Rogers Clark 19
Somerset 21. Russell Co 0
South Laurel 41, Colleen 28
Union Co. 36. Caldwell Co 14
West Carter 53, Bracken Co 8
Williamsburg 55, MCCreary Central 0

Vols'freshman QB Schaeffer
named starter for season opener
Bmisotilwthe
•MSU Volleyball
seasowilikknee InJury Racers fall to host Indiana

AP Photo

St. Louis pitcher Matt
Morris celebrates after
striking
out
Jason
Grabowski to end the game
against the Los Angeles
Dodgers Friday in St.
Louis. Morris struck out a
career-high 11 betters as
he shut out the Dodgers 30.

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Brent Schaeffer will become
the first true freshman to start at
quarterback in a season opener
for No. 14 Tennessee when the
Volunteers play UNLV on
Sunday.
Coach
Phillip
Fulmer
announced the decision Friday.
But Fulmer said another
freshman,
Erik Ainge,
will
also
play and he
considers
them
co
starters.
Schaeffer
also
will
make
Southeastern
Conference
Schaeffer
history.
Georgia's John Rauch in 1945
was the last true freshman to
start an opener in the SEC.
':Whoever starts the game
may not be the one that finishes
the game, but Brent Schaeffer
will start," Fulmer said.
"Everybody has told me over
the last week or so that it's a historical moment in SEC football,

KNOXVILLE,Ton.(AP)— Tennessee receiver James Banks,
who was suspended for the first three games, will miss the season
because of a knee injury.
Banks, a junior who also was practicing at safety, had surgery
on his right knee on Friday to repair a torn meniscus.
"It was repairable so that's a good thing in the long run. It's not
a good thing in the short non for us because he will miss the season," coach Phillip Fulmer said. -He should be 100 percent from
the knee injury, which was the main goal. We'll always take the
interest of the athlete first"
Banks hurt his knee during practice.
Banks was suspended from the team this spring and was to sit
out the first three games as punishment for violating team rules.
Banks was cited by police in July for underage drinking after
defying orders to turn down his radio after police were called to
break up an unruly crowd of about 50 people at a convenience
store near campus.
Officers found in his car a six-pack of beer, five unopened.
Banks reportedly was suspended this spring following a -verbal
altercation" with a woman at the Thornton Athletics Student Life
Center, which houses a computer lab and other study arras for UT
athletes.

Morris'
two-hitter
leads Cards
to victory White Sox game delayed by fan
••

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Matt
Morris had never been this dominant.
Morris pitched a two-hitter
and struck out a season-high II
to lead the St. Louis Cardinals to
their seventh straight victory, 30 over the Los Angeles Dodgers
on Friday night in a matchup of
division leaders.
"I know it's the best game
I've caught with him," catcher
Mike Matheny said. "It's amazing, the way he pitched."
Reggie Sanders homered,
doubled and had two RBIs.
Matheny also homered for the
Cardinals, who have won 11 of
13 overall and are a major
league best 90-44.
Morris (15-8) won his third
straight start and walked none,
pitching the low-hit complete
game of his career. The only hits
he allowed were singles by Jose
Lima in the third and Robin
Ventura in the fifth.
"Everything he threw was
tough," Ventura said. "In baseball you can run into somebody
like this. You just admit he was
good and keep going."
Morris, who retired the last
14 batters, pitched his second
shutout this season and the
eighth of his career. He has 16
complete games, including three
this season. Previously, his lowhit complete game was a threehitter against Cincinnati on Sept.
7 last year.
It was the first time he struck
out 10 or more since April 5 last
year against Houston.
This, after struggling during
his pregame warmups.
"I felt OK physically, but I
was just pulling off everything
and the ball was up," Morris
said. "Once the batter stepped
in, I focused on going straight to
the plate and I tried to finish
strong."
Morris's 4.40 ERA is the
highest on the staff, and he
endured a recent stretch of six
starts that were alternately good
and had

and that's exciting to be a part
of."
Ainge and Schaeffer were
moved to the top of the depth

White Sox game delayed by fan running on
field
CHICAGO(AP) — A man ran across the outfield during Chicago's 7-5 victors/ over Seattle on
Friday night and was arrested.
The game was delayed when Michael
Tremberth, 26, of Carol Stream emerged from the
stands after Juan Uribe's home run in the sixth
inning. Wearing a black shirt and shorts,
Tremberth was tackled and taken away in handcuffs after leading 11 security guards on a chase
from right field to left-center. He deked one secu-

chart in the middle of preseason
practice ahead of sixth-year senior C. J. Leak and junior transfer
Rick Clausen.

rity guard, but was quickly controlled.
Tremberth was charged with criminal trespass,
a misdemeanor, police spokesman John Mirabelli
said.
Seattle's Ichiro Suzuki was in right field when
the fan ran by.
"It kind of scared me because he came from a
place I couldn't see him," Suzuki said through an
interpreter. "If he came from a place where I could
see him, I wouldn't have been worried.
"I heard about what happened at the Olympics,
though I didn't see it," said Suzuki..
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From Page 8A
and booted a field goal in racking up 127 yards on four catches en route to the win.
The senior wideout took the
opening kickoff of the second
half 83 yards to the end zone for
a 38-7 lead. He made two
exceptional catches in the flats
in the first half — the first coming with 9:55 to play in the second, when Masthay turned on
the afterburners after catching a
64-yard pass from Hugh Rollins
down the Murray sideline.
The second came with 3:41
to play before the intermission,
when he spilt two Marshall
defenders to catch a Rollins
pass from 44 yards out to find
paydirt for the 31-0 torching.
Meanwhile, the Tigers'
defense was stifling, forcing
Marshall to punt on its first five
possessions of the first half.
Murray held the Marshals to
266 yards of total offense in the
contest.
The Marshals were able to
put seven on the scoreboard
with 23 seconds to play before
halftime when Ard hooked up
with Josh Moreland from 15
yards out.
Rashad Troup continued his
rushing heroics, scoring twice in
the game. The junior tailback
finished with 120 yards on 17
rushes. He scored the game's
first TD when he scampered 48
yards to the end zone. He then
scored in the third quarter from

13 yards out.
Murray will now turn its
attention to Massac County next
Friday. The Patriots, out of the
River-to-River Ohio Division in
Illinois, fell 23-16 to Heath last
night. The game will be played
at Stewart Stadium, beginning
at 7:30 p.m.
Notes: Rashad Troup will be
out five months after tearing an
ACL. The injury occurred last
week against Hopkins County
Central. Troup, a defensive
back, had two tackles on the

season.
Matt Schwartz, a senior
offensive and defensive lineman. went down with a knee
injury on Friday. An update on
his status will be available the
first part of next week.

in season-opening match
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State women's
volleyball team held leads of at
least five points in each of the
first two games of its match
against Indiana in the IU
Invitational tonight, but was
unable to hold those leads down
the stretch, as the homestanding
Hoosiers won the match 3-0.
Game scores were 32-30, 30-28,
30-18.
In the first game, the Racers
had 10 kills in their first 14
swings, but got out to a scant 2015 lead. Indiana (2-0) was able
to come back, tying the game at
23-23. The score seesawed until
IU took its first lead at 27-26.
Indiana was able to hold on and
forge ahead for the 32-30 win.
In the second game, MSU
ceded the first point before running off four straight. IU was
able to tie the game at 6-6, but
Murray State scored eight of the
next 11 points to take a 14-9
lead. After the Racers took a 1510 lead, the Hoosiers came right
back, scoring six unanswered
points to take a 16-15 lead.
MSU was able to keep Indiana
within two points and retook the
lead at 25-24 on an IU attack
error, pushing out to a 26-24
lead on another Hoosier mistake.
Indiana ran off four straight
points to take a 28-26 lead, but a
service error kept Murray State

close at 28-27. The Racers
stayed close at 29-28, but were
unable to keep IU from that
game point, falling 30-28.
In the third game, Indiana
made only three attack errors,
while Murray State made 11 .en
route to the 30-18 IU game win,
giving the match to the
Hoosiers.
Murray State was led by 14
kills from junior outside hitter
Paige Sun. Junior setter Nikki
Wang added 11 kills, while senior outside hitter Kimberly
Bunnage had 10.
Sun and senior libero
Casandra Ersel led the Racer
defense with 11 digs apiece,
while sophomore middle blocker Katie Kemezys had a teamhigh three blocks. Wang handed
out 30 assists for MSU, while
Sun and sophomore outside hitter Julie Lashley served up an
ace each.
Indiana was paced by 15
kills from Christina Archibald,
while Katie Pollom added 12.
Lindsay Cochrane had 14 digs
for the Hoosiers, while
Archibald and Pollom had two
aces apiece. Mandy Eberle had
eight blocks for IU, while
Archibald had six and Pollom
had five.
Murray State faces Par-10
member Oregon State tomorrow
(Saturday) at 10 a.m., then will
take on regional rival Saint
Louis at 4:30 p.m., 3-2.

SportsBriefs
W The 1974 and 1994 Murray High School football teams will be honored next Friday night before the Tigers'game with Massac County at 7
p.m. at Stewart Stadium. A reception prior to kickoff will be held beginning at 6 p.m.
•The Lady Racer basketball team will hold walk-on tryouts Oct. 16
at 8 p.m. For more information, contact Coach Rob Cross at 762-6288.
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Snorts
Titans'Rolle' past
Packers,21-7
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) —
At least the Green Bay Packers
know what needs to be fixed
before their season opener.
Tennessee's Sarnari Rolle
tipped a pass to linebacker Keith
Bulluck, who returned the interception 70 yards for a touchdown, and then Rolle picked off
a Brett Favre pass to help lead
the Titans to a 27-7 win over the
Packers on Friday night.
The Packers (1-3) finished
with four turnovers despite
holding the ball for nearly 34
minutes.
"I don't put a whole lot of
stock in the outcome of the
game," Packers coach Mike
Sherman said. "I do in four
turnovers in this game, and the
fact that there are some plays to
be made we didn't make."
Tennessee (3-1) had given up
240 yards passing to Vinny
Testaverde in losing at Dallas
five days ago. But with starting
cornerbacks Rolle and Andre
Dyson together for the first time
this preseason, the Titans held

Favre to 110 yards.
"There is a big difference
having him in the game," Titans
coach Jeff Fisher said of Rolle.
When these teams wrapped
up the preseason in 2003, Favre
didn't dress and Steve McNair
took only three snaps.
Each played the first half
Friday night, but the extra work
didn't help. Favre was without
running back Ahman Green,
who sat out with a bruised left
kneecap. McNair didn't have
two of his top three receivers
because of injuries.
Favre had his offensive line
together for the first time this
preseason with center Mike
Flanagan back. Favre completed
his first three passes, but Rolle
nearly intercepted a pass intended for Javon Walker before tipping it to Bulluck, who scored.
The final block was by Rolle.
The cornerback ended Green
Bay's third possession on the
first play, grabbing a Favre pass
and returning it 30 yards to the
Packers' 15.

FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS

Murray masterful against Marshall County
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
DRAH-ENVILLE, Ky. —
The Murray High School football team is running like a welloiled machine these days.
Clicking on all cylinders, the
Tigers walked into Marshall
County Friday night looking to
make a statement.
They did so on both sides of
the football.
The offense was outstanding
and the defense was dynamic as
Murray rolled to a 44-14 win
over the Marshals.
The Tigers (3-0)jumped out
to a 31-7 first-half lead, holding
a pass-happy Marshall County
(1-2) offense in check. Murray
High head coach Rick Fisher
was happy that his team came
out with the intensity they did.
"We did some good things,"
Fisher said. "We were explosive to the ball and really put
pressure on (Daniel) Ard. He
wanted to run out of that pocket, and that's where we were
able to stop them."
Ard, a junior quarterback,
has taken the helm as the
Marshals signal caller in Mike
Lawson's offense.
at
formerly
Lawson,
Owensboro Catholic, roams the
sidelines for Marshall County
this year. He said that Murray is
as good as they come.
"That's a good football
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo
Murray High School senior defensive end Chris Neal team. They have a lot of
sticks Marshall County quarterback Daniel Ard as he weapons and options," noted
Lawson. "Masthay was spectries to gain some ground Friday night in Draffenville.

Marshaii County
Murray

0 7
7 27

7 0 — 14
140— 44

First Cluerlar
— Troup 48 'on (Masthay kick), 8 40
Second Quarter
1 ruin (Masthey kick), 11.56
—
— Masthay 64 pass from Rollins (Masthay
kick), 9.55
M — FG Masthay 32,7 16
M — Masthay 44 pass from Rollins (MaSthilly
kick). 3.41
MC — Moreland 15 pass from Ard (Moreland
kick), 23 9
Third Quarter
— Masthay 83 kickoff return (Noland luzk).
1147
— Troup 13 run (kick tailed), 702
MC — Ard 4 run (Moreland kick)
Team Statistics
MC
16
39
135
13-36-1
131
266
2-0
6-40

12
First Downs
35
Rushes
196
Rushing Yards
5-8-0
Passing
157
Passing Yards
353
Total Yards
4-1
F umbles-lost
5-28
Penalties
•-•
Individual Statistics
Rushing-(Marshall County) Ard 17-10410,
Williams 5-23. &ago 5-17. Walker 3-14. Barge
4-9, Detrindge 3-8, Thomas 1-5 Team 1-(-20)
(Murray)Troup 17-120 2TD, Ray 5-38. Roans
4-32 TD Soloman 1-3. Cd Zirtiel 1-2, Pierce
1-2, McIntosh 3-2 Wells 1-0 Team 2+3)
Passing - (Marshall County) Ard 8-22-1 85
TD. Barge 4-14-0 30 (Murray) Rollins 5-8-0
157 3TD
Receiving - (Marsha County) Barrett 3-50,
Baker 3-33, Dethndge 3-18 Moreland 2-17
TO, Thomas 2-13. (Murray) Masthay 4-127
2TD.

tacular, and their defense never
gave up."
Saying that Masthay was
spectacular might be a bit of an
understatement. Although, for
Murray High fans, it's nothing
new.
Masthay scored four times

IN See TIGERS Page 7

Briarcrest beats up on Lakers
III Saints win
marks 2nd
shutout for
Calloway
AP Photo

Tennessee Titans running back Chris Brown (29) runs as
tight end Shad Meier (84) blocks Green Bay Packers linebacker Hannibal Navies (50) during the first quarter of a
preseason game Friday in Nashville. Brown rushed for 98
yards as the Titans defeated the Packers 27-7.

GOVERNOR'S CUP

Petrino eyeing
unheralded matchup
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Big things are expected from
Louisville's offense this year.
while defense has been labeled
Kentucky's strength.
But Louisville coach Bobby
Petrino thinks the more unheralded unit on each side could
have a bigger impact on
Sunday's season-opening showdown between the archrivals.
"The unknown might be how
their offense and our defense
match up," Petrino said. "That
might determine the outcome of
the game."
Both units have plenty to
prove.
Louisville's defense fell apart
late last season, giving up an
average of 43 points and 508
yards in the final four games.
Seven defensive starters are
back and are now led by former
Illinois and Oklahoma State
defensive coordinator Mike
Cassity. who replaced Mike
Gillhamer in February.
All Petrino has wanted to see
from the group in the preseason
is improved fundamentals.
"What I've tried to look at is
how we're tackling, how we're
getting off blocks, is everybody
running full-speed to the ball
and trying to get all 11 guys out
there committed to each other,"
he said. "And then we'll be a
better defense."
Petrino said the unit is fast,
but lacks size in spots. especially in the linebacking corps.
Robert McCune, last year's
leading tackler, is the bulkiest
linebacker on the depth chart, at
244 pounds. No other linebacker
weighs more than 220.
"We have to play to our
strengths," Petrino said. "We
have to move people around and

w-

•

KENTUCKY at LOUISVILLE
Site: Papa John's Cardinal Stadium,
Louisville. Ky
Kickoff: 230 p m CDT. Sunday, Sept. 5
Records: Louisville (0-0). Kentucky (0-0).
Series: Kentucky leads 10-6.
Last meeting: Louisville 40, Kentucky 24.
Aug 31, 2003. in Lexington
Coaches Bobby Petrino, Louisville (9-4,
one season at Louisville, 9-4. one season
overall), Rich Brooks, Kentucky (4-8, one
season at Kentucky: 95-117-4, 19 seasons Overall)

Radio/Television: ESPN. with Dave
Pasch, Rodney Gilmore, Trevor Matitch
and Dave Ryan. University of Louisville
Radio Network, with Paul Rogers. Craig
Swabek and Marty Lowe. University of
Kentucky Radio Network, with Tom Leach,
Jett Piecoro and Dick Gabriel

get the linebackers running fullspeed."
Kentucky coach Rich Brooks
said the Wildcats will spend the
early part of Sunday's game figuring out how the Cardinals'
defense will attack them.
"We don't know exactly what
they're going to do because they
have a new defensive coordinator," he said."So. we're going to
have to be flexible and try to get
a bead on how they're trying to
defend us and make some
adjustments."
Cassity and Petrino may have
to do some adjusting of their
own.
Last year. the main defensive
task was containing meaty.
strong-armed quarterback Jared
Lorenzen. who was larger than
most of the Cardinals' defenders. The graduated Lorenzen has
been replaced by more athletic
and elusive Shane Boyd, who
saw time as a receiver and running back last season.
The 6-foot-2, 228-pound
Boyd threw one pass in
Kentucky's 40-24 loss to
Louisville last season and it was
intercepted. Brooks said Boyd
has improved his accuracy.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — To say
that the Calloway County
Lakers have had a rough start to
the 2004 season would be an
understatement.
In their first three games, the
Lakers have been manhandled
on the scoreboard to the tune of
133-13. That total includes
Friday night's 49-0 drubbing at
the hands of new west
powerhouse
Tennessee
Briarcrest Christian.
Briarcrest, a private Baptist
school in just its second year of
existence, rolled up 393 yards
in total offense in dealing the
Lakers' their second straight
shutout loss. Calloway fell to
Bowling Green 55-0 last
Saturday.
Despite the lopsided defeats.
Joe
coach
head
CCHS
Stonecipher said his youthful
squad is learning some valuable
lessons.
"It's been kind of a Baptism
by fire. And, hopefully, the
Baptism is over," he explained.
"We knew all along that our
first three games would be
tough. But we feel like we're
learning a lot about our young
football team.
"Our kids are playing hard,
but they're still learning how to
play this game."
It didn't take long for the
Saints to impose their will on
their western Kentucky visitors,
needing just three plays on their
first offensive possession to put
the first points on the board.
Senior quarterback Brett
Toney tossed the first of two
touchdown passes to wide
receiver Bram Cannon — a 28yard strike with 6:50 left in the
first quarter — to complete the
short drive.
Two minutes later, Toney hit
Cannon again on a 42-yard
bomb that split the middle of
the Laker defense for a 14-0
Briarcrest advantage.
Briarcrest effectively pkit the
contest away early in the second
period as Toney tossed a swing
pass into the flat for running
hack Trey Carrier, who bowled
into the end zone from 3-yards
out for a 21-0 Saints lead.
Toney compiled 155 yards

••••••••••
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SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County linebacker Aaron Dossey (40) stops the forward progress of
Briarcrest Christian running back Taylor Dillon (28) during Friday night's contest in
Memphis, Tenn. The 5-foot-9, 160-pound Dillon was one of seven Saints' backs to
record yards in a 49-0 triumph over the Lakers.
and four TDs passing on 10-of13 attempts before giving way
to backup Wes Henry.
Seven Saints recorded yards
on the ground as Briarcrest
racked up 234 rushing yards on
29 attempts. Freshman Michael
Blanchard led the way, gaining
47 yards — most of which came
after the game's outcome was
already decided.
Carrier and Toney each had
39 yards rushing, while Senior
Ryan Acuff added 35 more on
eight attempts. Carrier, Henry
and sophomore J.B. Bolton
each scored rushing touchdowns for Briarcrest, which led
35-0 at halftime.
"(Briarcrest) is a good football team," noted Stonecipher.
"I don't think they're quite as
good a football team as
Bowling Green is, but they do a
good job."
The Lakers (0-3) continued
their struggles offensively.
managing just 1 1 1 total yards
—96 passing and only 15 rushing.
Sophomore QB Landon
Lockhart tossed 13 completions
in 33 attempts for 96 yards. but

was intercepted one time.
Freshman Trey Travis provided
some solid ninning with 15
0 0 0 0— 0
yards on five carries to lead the Calloway County
14 21 7 7 — IS
Briarcrest Christian
CCHS ground game.
First Quarter
Junior tight end Pete BC — Cannon 28 pass from Toney (Sparks
kick). 6 50
Thackston hauled in four BC — Cannon 42 pass from Toney (Sparks
Lockhart passes for 36 yards, kick). 4-41
Quarter
while sophomore wideout BC — Carrier Second
3 pass from Toney (Sparks
Logan Seay added 36 more on kick), 944
BC — Henry 6 run (Sparks kick I, 7 10
three catches.
BC — McAuley 7 pass from Toney (Sparks
CCHS moves a little closer kicky 24
Third Chortler
to home next week, when it BC — Carner 21 run (Sparks luck) 324
Fourth
Quarter
travels to Draffenville to take
BC — Bolton 3 run (Melton kuck), 9 2,
on rival Marshall County at
Team Statistics
7:30 p.m. Carroll Taylor
CC
BC
Stadium.
14
First Downs
Rushes
29
According to Stonecipher, 28
15
Rushing Yards
234
the Lakers will continue to 13-33-1
Passing
11-14-0
Passing Yards
159
strive for improvement before 96
111
Total Verde
393
tackling their Class 3A, First NIA
Fumbles-lost
N/A
Penalties
N/A
District schedule later in the N/A
•••
year.
Individual Statistics
Rushing.(Calloway)Chnsrnan 10-15, Travis
"Our goal was to use the 5-15. Tucker 4-8, Willis 2-2, Downy 1-0,
first five games of the season to Lockhart 1+9), Thackaton .1 -(- 16).
Blanchard 2-47. Carrier 4-39 TO.
see where we are and to get (Brien:run)
Toney 4-39 Acuff 5-35, Dillon 5-34, Bohon 6ready for our district schedule, 29 TD. Henry 1-9 TO. Thornton 2-2
Passing - (Calloway) Lockhart 13-33-1 96
and we're going to stick to that (Botwerest)
Toney 10-13-0 155 ITD, Henry
goal," he claimed. "This can be 1-1.04
- (Calloway) Thackston 4-36
a difficult sport sometimes. But Receiving
Seay 3-36. Brockman 4-17. Teske 1-7.
the kids are playing as hard as Chneman 1-0 (Brlarcrwa) Cannon 5-114
Goodrich 1-19, McCauley 2-14 TO. Ellis
they can. As a coaching staff, 2T0.
1-5, Waters 1-4, Carrier 1-3 TD.
that's all you can ask of them."

Outdoors

SECTION B

Rainfall has been blessing to locals

The rainfall throughout this
part of the state has been a most
welcome blessing in the
farmer's fields and for fishermen on the lakes.
The water temperature has
dropped to a perfect 74 degrees.
Coupled with the additional current, it has turned on the fish.
Unfortunately, the current in the
Tennessee River was so slow
that the gamefish were not moving well last
weekend.
had
made
arrangements with
Leigh Perry
to fish with
Andy
Wilson and
Fishing Line K eith
Madison.
By Jerry
We
were
Maupin
hoping the
Outdoors
bass were
Columnist
going to be
turned on.
We traveled some miles, casting
the deeper edges of the shorelines and found the largemouth
about five to six feet deep.
Without the current, they
were slow. However, the fish
were catchable on soft plastics
and medium crankbaits. I really
hoped that they would be on the
surface to take a noisemaker, but
they just rolled at the lure and
went away.
Normally, a topwater, noisy
lure will encourage a hungry
largemouth or smallmouth to
attack anything they can see!
Andy and Keith are both
good anglers. They have the
experience to handle any fish if
it will strike. We traveled from
bay to bay and ledge to ledge
without finding a concentration
we could work on. They were
great companions, and I hope to

several pictures so we could
claim bragging rights. They took
home a big bag of perfect fillets
for several meals.
I think we will do this again
before the fall sets in with bad
weather.
I had the pleasure of fishing
with Roger Reichmuth and
Thomas McDaniel again on
Monday, so I went to the striper
well again. We had to battle
some large waves for most of
the trip. I feel sure the baitfish
and the stripers alike were shying away from the surface
because of them.
They don't allow themselves
to get caught on the surface in
rough weather. We fished for a
few hours, catching one big
Kateland and Berry Turner show off their striper catch Dorothy and Joe Phillips pose with some of their striper rockfish striper and several
after a recent fishing trip with Ledger & Times columnist and bass catch after fishing with Jerry Maupin on white stripers. We actually had a
Jerry Maupin.
Kentucky Lake.
fairly easy time holding onto our
see them again on a better fishthey have grown to almost two " areagi• because the wind and the
ing day!
feet in length, they are tough current were counteracting each
I was a little late on Sunday
fighters! You had better oil those other's movements.
We tried some other things,
when I picked up Dr. Robet
reel gears and loosen the line
Hughes and his sons, Patrick
drag so it will slip some without but it was too rough to even
and Daniel. But it turned out to
breaking. You can't believe how think of working the shorelines.
I felt sure the current would
be a good thing.
strong those fish are.
It takes a few minutes to get bring us some striper action, and
I had planned to fish way
the striper up alongside the boat, it did!
down in Tennessee, near the
The major problem with fishand then it takes a few more
Paris Landing bridge. But I
ing for stripers is when aaother
minutes to get it into the net!
stopped short of there because I
I was kept pretty busy just boat runs an engine close to the
saw the stripers on the surface
keeping the boat in position so area they are surfaeing. The fish
chasing shad.
the guys could make good casts. just quit and go somewhere else.
A few minutes later, Patrick
The
big stripers moved on, but At that point, it's over for everywas reeling in the largest fish of
the
stripers stayed with us one!
white
the day! We were casting roostWe are still down to near
long
enough
for us to put 29 in
ertail spinners over the flats and
winter pool stage, so pay attenthe
livewells.
the river channel. We were tryWe lost some good ones tion to where you are.
ing to imitate the young
There have been a lot of bass
before the boys learned to stick
threadfin shad.
those hooks in the fish's mouth anglers out during this phase of
This was a first for the guys,
when it struck the line.! Once the full moon. Some are doing
so it took a few casts to get
Abby Bennett, left, and Kendra Niemeyer are two of many they mastered that, it was'a fun very well catching bass at night.
everything in shape and undertrip. They were real fishermen There have been a lot of near
stand just how to reel and hook young fishing enthusiasts who have traveled local waters all the way!
misses and short strikes, but the
with
guide
Jerry
Maupin.
these great fighters.
They even had the skin on guys are having fun getting used
As many of you know, this not very large, but some of the ing over 3 1/2 to 4 1/2 pounds.
their thumbs and fingers scraped to the darkness and catching
can be some of the best fishing rockfish stripers are measuring
This is an extremely tough enough to get into the sore- good bass out of black water.
you'll ever do. The schools are 21 inches in length and weigh- fighting fish at any stage. When thumbed stripers club! I made
Happy Fishing!

Recent hunting trip doesn't prove
profitable for local writer, friend
One of us is a jinx, but I'm
not sure which one.
Every time my hunting
buddy, Burton Young,gets into a
bunch of ducks and then invites
me to tag along, we spend the
day looking at clear, blue and
empty skies.
Every
time I get a
tip on a
''can't miss"
goose hunt
drag
and
B urton
along, we
end up long
on frostbite
In The Field and short on
goose.
By Kenny
So.
Darnell
Wednesday
Outdoors
shouldn't
Columnist
have been
much of a
surprise. Although I've have
taken a limit of doves no less
than five times in the past three
years on the Chairman's father's
farm, that proved no guarantee
for success.
Burton figured the pickings
must be really easy down there
for me to come anywhere close
to a limit — he's seen me shoot.
The first clue came when the
Chairman's father said that the
power lines around his cornfield
had not been "ridden to the

;Agit

ground" this year by hordes of
hungry doves as in previous
years.
•
The next clue came in the
form of silence from the neighboring field that was full of
eager hunters. Still, once we
were in place, Burton quickly
scored the first bird on a little
group that swooped right in on
top of us — a good sign.
I surely would have dispatched the dove's companion.
But, at that moment. I was
reaching to answer the cell
phone with one hand and trying
to remove a stubborn ear plug
with the other (Note to self:
Leave cell phone in truck).
But that wasn't a problem.
After all, this was the place
where even I could take a limit
of birds. But the birds did not
show up as expected. We
scoured the skies for hours
above acres and acres of golden
cornfields.
There were a few birds here
and there — doubles, triples, but
rarely the flocks of five or six
birds that had been the norm.
The good news is that we shot
for a pretty good average. The
had news is that we didn't do
much shooting.
As the great philosopher Yogi
Berra once said, "it was deja vu
all over again.-

* GLOBAL MORTGAGE LINK, LLC
hit I ,.t 11 .Iir M.rIg iv, N1 PURCHASE,ZERO DOWN!
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit(not perfect)
*Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money down
•Flexible, forgiving program
'Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

Doves can be fickle critters.
Maybe they blew out of the area
on some of the cold fronts that
have been rumbling through
lately. Maybe they are scattered
throughout
various
fields
because not as many gunners
were out on the mid-week opener. Maybe it is the jinx.
On another front, waterfowl
hunters in Kentucky and
Tennessee will finally get their
wish — a duck season that
extends until the end of January.
Thanks to a shift in the calendar,
the last day of duck season (set
by the USFWS as the last
Sunday in January) will fall on
Jan. 30 this year.
Because the Central Flyway
Committee has decreed that our
season shall last no more than 60
days, the front end of the season
had to be adjusted to compensate for the extra days added at
the end.
The result in Kentucky is a
duck season that opens on
Thanksgiving Day (the traditional opener) for four days,
then is closed until Dec. 6.
Tennessee hunters will ha‘e a
similar situation, except that
wives and mother-in-laws won
the day down there and duck
season will commence on the
day after Thanksgiving instead
of on Turkey Day as is usual.
The Tennessee season will

(270) 753-7407

deer hunting aficionados will
also have their day in the sun.
Those hardy enough to brave
heat and mosquito will find
mature bucks with antlers still
covered by "velvet" — the soft
layer of skin that covers and
nourishes their antlers during
the growth period.
The fall squirrel season is
still going great-guns, thanks to
an abundant crop of squirrels
and to the excellent run of squirrel-hunting weather. Among
those reaping the bounty of
bushytails this fall, David
Rogers reported that he is seeing
more squirrels after eight in the
morning which works well for
hunters who wish to grab a few
extra winks.
The newest crop of young
squirrels should be emerging
from their dens now, which will
only add to an already stellar
season.
So whether you hunt squirrels, doves, geese or deer, this is
prime time. It can be confusing
if not downright frustrating with
so many seasons opening at
once, but opportunity is what it's
all about.
And that's only a portend of
things to come as we work our
way toward October. But right
now, it's the annual Labor Day
Weekend — and I have miles to
go before I shoot.

By STEVE VANTREESE
For The Associated Press
The early bird opening for
Kentucky's archery deer season puts a few twists on what
more traditionally is an
autumn pursuit.
With the Sept. 4 start of
deer txm hunts, archery
hunters already are drawing
on a 4 1/2 month season that
once didn't start until the first
of October. The remnants of
summer leave those early
hunts with a different flavor.
-One thing I see early
interest, in is guys coming
here, some of them from out
of state, for the chance to kill
a buck that's still in velvet,"
said Tim Kreher, Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources biologist.
A popular public area for
archery hunting, .that WMA
— like other Kentucky habitats — holds whitetail bucks
that still carry the fuzzy "velvet" skin on their antlers that
encased the bone as it grew
over the past several weeks.
Bucks mingling in "bachelor" groups is another rarity
of the early season.
"Their hormones are not
flowing much this early."
eher said.

GOLF MART OF MURRAY UGLY ROOF STAINS
615 I South 12th St., Murray • 270-759-5711
Under New Management - Locally Owned & Operated - Mgr. Tony Thomas
Professional
Golf
Merchandise
Discount
Prices

MANY OTHER LOAN PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

resume Dec. 4 and stay in session through Jan. 30. Duck
hunters in both states see this as
the best of both worlds because
they get the effect of having two
opening days, and get to hunt
through the last week of
January.
Limits for the 2004-05 waterfowl season remain the same.
The season for pintails and canvasbacks will be in session during the final 30 days of season
only.
Snow geese and white-fronted geese may be taken in
Kentucky from the opening day
of duck season until the end of
January. Canada geese may be
taken beginning Dec. 6 in the
Western Goose Zone (west of
the Purchase Parkway) and Dec.
13 for the Pennyrile/Coalfield
Goose Zone (most of the lakes
area).
Of course, the early goose
season begins today and will
continue through Sept. 12. The
limit is two,geese per person per
day. Please be aware, that
according to the Hunting Guide,
waterfowl cannot be hunted on
areas that are legally manipulated for doves — in case a flock of
honkers try drop in on your
favorite sunflower patch this
weekend.
Also beginning this weekend.
the stick and string wing of the

,At start of
bow season
now, it's
deer hunting

•All Your Golf Accessories
•New & Used Clubs
•Club Repair
•Custom Club Making

AWAY®
Roof-Brite
Since 1968
ASK ABOUT LIFETIME WARRANTS

270-748-5449
1-888-272-7003

Sri Web Site for

Discounts
WWW.ARBROOF COM

tII U • MILVIYI •14AU11.

Combined Experience and Excellence
for more than 36 years
Carpet
Vinyl
Tile
Hardwood

Mur.

(270) 753-7728

•Arms
•Ammunition
•Archery

• Bait & Tackle
•Hunting Clothing
• Binoculars

•Scopes
• Knives
•License

fift-

CARPET & FLOOR COVERING
We Do It All, Sales and Installation

FOR NI YOUR IMIT/A/6' NEEDS.

Rcl

IA

sPORTING
"Locally Owned and Family Operated"

Knight's
Hare& KY

514 South

12th Street • N1tillaN, R1 • 753-1342

HEAVY EQUIPMENT OWNERS
COMPLETE LINEBORING SERVICE
• Quality Guaranteed
• Competitive Prices
• Full Service Machining a Welchng Shoe
Contact Bill Elliott
Elliott Tool Company
Hwy. 79 N., Paris, TN
731-707-1122

Li shows different side of 'Hero'-ism
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screen.
The 4I-year-old actor, who
spent two decades as a Hong
Kong star before making the

emperor, oversaw the building
of the Great Wall and conquered

"Third level, the highest
level," he added. "You love your

transition to .Hollywood in
I998's "Lethal Weapon 4," also
sees this as a transition for him.
made more than 30 movies,

the six other warring states.
A trio of assassins from those
Sky, Broken Sword
regions
and Snow -- ha‘e long tried to

enemy."
In other words, mercy is
courage. But is that what action

most of them commercial action
films: Good guy, got a problem,
learning martial arts, come back,

film fans want'? Li says they do.
but Hollywood is t(x) timid to

revenge, kill the had guy. Lot of
that,- he said "I want to find

give it to them.
He points to the success of the
similarly operatic fighting film
Hidden
'tiger,
"Crouching

ferent:.
In "Hero," Li said director

afraid.

murder the king, and It's character is there to relate how he
defeated Sky (Donnie Yen) with
mystical swordsmanship and
used the love between Broken
Sword ITony Leung Chiu-Waii
and Snow (Maggie Cheung ) to

Dragon." a Mandarin-language
drama that debuted in the United

turn them against each other.
In -Hero," human beings
h»er

mier

placid

mountain

lakes, dart toward each other
taster than light, clash swords

some movies to make that's dif-

lhang Yitnou wanted to explore
'w hat kind of person can
heolnie hero- within the framefighting,

of

politics,

States in 2000 and earned neark

work

$130 million.
What's more, Li said, is that
many action fans already love

romance and jealousy. Is it the
conquering king'? The assassins?
The killer of the assassins?
After -having hits with the

ss ith a thousand marauding sol-

The movie. The movie debuted
in China in 2002, and DVDs of

American "Kiss of the Dragon,"

diers and deflect impossible
attacks under a sky blackened

"Hero- have made their way
from Asia and Europe to the

-Romeo Must Die" and "The
One." Li was advised against

by flying arrows.
We talk about martial arts
having three levels:. Li said in

forgoing his usual salary to
return to China and star in a

The first level

United States, where the movie
is copied and traded.
But so far, because distributor
long
has
Films
Ivfiramax

we talk about the physical.
Sword on your hand is part of

delayed the theatrical release,
most U.S fans have only seen it

broken English

Mandarin-language movie. But
he liked the philosophical story,
and said the script made him cry
twice.

Murray Civic 'Music Association
www.mcMAweb.org
Murray, KY
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Now Accepting Memberships
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Louisville Symphony Orchestra
Christmas Pops
Howard and Parry Karp
Piano/Cello

Thursday, December 2, 2004 @ 7:00 p.m.

NIonday, October 18, 2004 @ 7:30 p.m.
411r

ah{

Fisk Jubilee Singers
Sunday, April 17, 2005 @ 3:30 p.m.

BOHOLA
Tuesday, March 15. 2005 @ 7:30 p.m.

Cops I

All events take place in historic Lmett Auditorium
on the campus of Murray State University
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Airline X Airline X Movie:** "Rocky IV"(1985. Drama)X
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'P0-13'
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Phone

Garden Giants

Cops X

LJ Visa # J MasterCard #

Exp. Date

OR, Make check payable to MCMA.

Mail coupon & payment to:
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P.O. Box 286

Cops X

Murray, KY 42071
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(430) BET Inspiration

Top 29 Countdown
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'Vndenronlif
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0
(In
AM
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X
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X
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(1987)
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14"
Comedy)
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Movie:.,
Thar
Dave Chappell,

Dead Ulm Me(N) X

(6.15) Movie

DISH

Movie: "Seer AcI tiled in the Hale(1963) Urrie.
• :e*,'Vince* and Thito"(1990)Tin Roth.'PG-13

14602

scare them. Maybe you can use
imagination. talking. Make them

King of Qin, a historical figure
who became China's first

(6:00) Movie

SHOW
RIX

In "Hero," set circa 200 B.C..
Li plays a nameless ranger who
receives an audience with the

Reporters

Cops I _Cops X

H80

screening.

on their TV screens. Li hopes
they'll see it again on the big

Andromeda X

Mutant X X

COURT
BET
CliTY

your body. You use like it's your
arm. The second part, you don't
(really) have a sword but the
sword in your heart. Before the
physical contact, maybe you can

Midnight

TOON

WTBS

sitting on an outdoor patio of the
Los Angeles County Museum of
Art before a recent preview.

Scully

I Wildest Police Videos Slavic **lir "Reservoir Dogs"(1992. Drama) Movie: isii.T "Reservoir Dogs*"(1992. Drama( Blind Date Blind Date
I MO*:iiii 5 "The Whole Nine Yards"(2000)I Movie: **ui 'The Whole Nne Yards"(20001 I Movie:,. 'Tango & Cash'(1989, Drama)X
Venture Oblongs Home
Birdman Aqua
Family
Megas
Titans
Cartoon's-Hits
Coden
Mucha

SPIKE

thing in the room broken and
destroyed. Here it's more classic," Li said, clutching a string
of Buddhist prayer beads while

Cowboy U

12:00 I 12:30
11:00 I 11:30
10:00 I 10:30
ER (In Stereo!: t
Sports Ex. The West Wing X
News
ER The Storm • It'
News X Seinfeld Ent. Tonight

Sports
WSMV-NBC 16 00) NASCAR Racing Nestle CU()- Pop Secret 500 (In Stereo Live i News
,Sports Cll UT Reunion
VirTVF-CIIS I Cold Case "Hitchhiker' Movie: "Sexed Honeymoon"(2001, Romance) News
WPSD-NBC 1)600) NASCAR Racing Nestle Cup - Pop Secret 500 (In Stereo Live) News X Stewart Gardens TBA

FAM

AP Photo
Actor Jet LI poses for a portrait in front of a Rodin sculpture at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art in Los
Angeles. Li puts aside his Hollywood action career for the
Mandarin-language martial arts adventure "Hero," set in
ancient China that aims for the audience that made the
foreign-film "Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon," a U.S. hit.

Kong films — two guys fighting, destroy the table, every-

"Real Women Have Curves" ['Road to Perrkeon.

Preview

AMC

a dream, more romantic, look
pretty and (characters) have
respect. It's not like old Hong

SEP.5 2004

8:00 I 8:30 I 9:00 I 9:30
The Practice X
Makeover' Home

USA

merize moviegoers.
"We make the movements like

Movie: ii "Sister Act"(1992)

SUNDAY EVENING

UFE

U.4

movies, an epic story about
ancient China that aims to mes-

BET Inspiration

Movie: *** 13ronco Billy"(1980) Clint Eastwood. Most Shocking 3 Most Shocking 5 Insider

/TLC

He said his latest film to hit
U.S. theaters, the Mandarin-language "Hero," is an antidote to
other by-the-numbers action

Ed, Rid

Tcp20 Countdn

TNT

• 41111
0W

gore.

_Movie:** "lies Before Kisses"(19911 Justice Justice Power-Justice

(11:15) Movie

MTV

4P4

tion in favor of vengeance and

Movie: ** "Fire Bards"(1990) Movie: a** "De Hard 2"(1990) Bruce Willis. X
Titans

HBO

ESPN2

ter

before he kicks your butt.
The Hong Kong action star
says too many martial-arts
movies ignore heart and emo-

WIVE Heat

CMTV _

ESPN

I

AP Entertainment Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Jet
Li wants to touch your soul

All That Romeo! Drake

Nick-

WTBS

I

By ANTHONY BREZNICAN

Movie:** "Switch% Goers"(1999) X Movie: ** "Passport to Pans"(1999)I Movie: * "Gang There"(2002) X

TOON

7:00
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ENTERTAINMENT

2B • Saturday, September 4, 2004

Phil

Movie: see "Rob Roy"(1905, Drama) WAR Neeson fl•I
Uzzie
So Riven Kim
&KRIM Boy World Proud

Movie: **iv lieges"(1972)fr

, 1600) Movie: "Rood" jib*:*** linkieWC(2002) Renard Gere

Atlantic City Hookers

MOVX: A*A %Sr(1964)John Hull.13*
!Malt a* "Lone Hero"(2002)1?

20 Publish your greeting in our special Grandparents Day Greetings
0
axesetinti
Qv/matO
section on Saturday. September 11, 2004! SIM* Space -$12.Double -$18

Membership Fees:
Adult
Senior (65 & Over)
College Student

I Tickets ordered
$40 00

Individual Patron Program'
Total
Sustaining Patron $200 and above' S.
Patron
$100 to 199.99' $

. $35.00

Sr Citizen(s) $

$15.00

College St (s) $
Child(ren)
$

Contnbutor

Family

'Above membership tee

Child (up to age 18) . $10.00
Family ..

Total

Adult(s)

$90

$

Friend

$50 to 99 99- $
$25 to 49.99' $
Grand total $

(Family membership includes 2 Adults plus children.)
(MSU students are admitted free to MCMA concerts, but must purchase a $15 Ticket for reciprocity concerts)
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ENTERTAINMENT

Murray Ledger & Times

Will free iPods edify or entertain Duke?
DURHAM, N.C.(AP) — Newly arrived Duke used for financial aid and campus security.
University freshmen got something considerably "From the freshmen I spoke with, I really don't
snazzier than the usual Blue Devils T-shirts and think the iPods will encourage creativity," LaDue
ball caps: Their goodie bags included a free iPod said.
The project is being funded with money the
digital music player engraved with the school's
crest and the words "Class of 2008."
school set aside for a one-time innovative technolThe university says the unique welcoming gifts, ogy purpose, and it's not known whether the prowhich Apple Computer Inc. normally sells for gram will continue after this academic year. The
$300, will be used as high-tech educational tools $500,000 price tag includes the iPods themselves,
salary for an academic computing specialist and
to record lectures, capture scientific data and play
grants to faculty members who participate.
language-training recordings.
Faculty say they're not yet sure how useful the
But it's not altogether clear to many that the university will be able to carry through on its vow to iPods will be. Sally Schauman, an adjunct profesmake the gadgets more than a toy for playing the sor in the Nicholas School of the Environment and
latest from the likes of Coldplay and Hoobastank. Earth Sciences, plans to have students in a class on
Emily LaDue, a junior from Levittown, N.Y., community-building and urban water conservasays the giveaway "makes no sense" and that the tion use their iPods to record notes as they conduct
money Duke is spending on the venture is better research.
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by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Monday,Sept 13, 2004:
You'll have an eventful year,
whether you want it or not.
Those around you grow in unexpected ways, transforming right
in front of you. Some of you
might become insecure, while
others become confused. What
you need to do is give yourself,
and others, space to process and
grow. Sometimes you worry
until the wee hours. Learn meditation techniques or exercise to
help your innate nervous reactions. Often, we create what we
fear most. Don't do that! If you
are single, you'll have many
choices, as you are magnetic and
interesting. You might not want
to settle down just yet, but you
will have a good time. If you are
attached, your relationship will
flourish if you maintain a high
level of respect and acceptance
'of your differences. VIRGO
empathizes with you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
*** Dig into work before hassles invade your thoughts and
projects. You might find that others are most uncooperative. If
you want get anything done,
close down and insulate yourself. Refuse to make judgments
or think of anything except the
task at hand. Tonight: Put your
feet up.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Friends surprise you
With their choices and decisions.
Just when you decided you
knew someone well, you discover otherwise. So much happens
that you might feel like a jack-inthe-box, popping up each time to

**** Much drops in your lap
a new situation. Tonight: Dance
in an unanticipated manner. You
away stress.
express unusual ingenuity and
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
creativity while others continue
*** You might want to play
hide-and-seek, but in your case, to get stuck, Use your ability to
help everyone, including youryou will need to hide and not be
self! Tonight: Add more spice to
found. Pressure comes from all
a relationship.
directions. Authority figures act
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
up in strange ways, yet your
21)
home needs to be your major
concern. Check out facts. *** Read Gemini, and you'll
understand a lot more about
Misinformation flows everyyour day. A boss might be even
where. Tonight: Play ostrich.
more unpredictable than normal.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
You have no choice but to han**** Work with a change of
dle this person. On the other
course, new information and/or a
side, rapid switches and mood
sudden realization. Your ability
changes mark your behavior as
to flex and put mixed facts
well as that of close associates.
together comes forward and
Tonight: Work as late as need
saves the day. Verify as much as
be.
you can. Conversations and
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
meetings are a bit off. Tonight:
*** What you see, others
Swap today's war stories with
don't. You could try to explain,
others.
but that might not help at all. You
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
have difficulty finding the right
*** Managing your funds
words or the time to talk. Detach,
might be as difficult as handling
and soon you might see a situathe national deficit right now. You
tion as humorous. Tonight: Hop
might be well-advised to pull
on the computer or rent a movie.
back and do as little as possible
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
in this department. Make sure all
**** Deal with others directly,
insurance policies are in tact and
and you'll get the kind of results
as you want them. Tonight: Go
you want. You pull the wild card
over your budget.
financially. You could win the lotVIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You might be as clear tery or find your pockets empty.
Use your good sense as you
as a bell, but someone else
handle various conversations.
might have a difficult time hearTonight: Clearly, another doesn't
ing you. If you pull back, you will
share your perspective.
notice that confusion and misunPISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
derstandings run rampant. It's
**** Your unpredictability
not you. Others act and speak in
charges others with nervous
odd ways. Tonight: Others want
energy or might cause someone
to listen. Just ask.
to pull away. Recognize what
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
you need to do to keep key peo** Know when to duck. Others
ple relaxed. In the long run, you
are difficult, and you might not
will build better relationships.
be a piece of cake either. Review
Tonight: Beam in what you want.
recent statements and attempt
to make sense of a puzzle or
BORN TODAY
issue in your life. Be an observBisset
Jacqueline
Actress
er. Be a listener. Say little.
Tonight: Cocoon. Don't be avail- (1946), singer, songwriter Fiona
Apple (1977). singer Mel Torme
able!
(1925)
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

?Al

lAWAPAte
17o-plc.

17th Annual
United Way/WATCH
Charity Golf Tournament

CIO Country Store

WAL*MART"

Oaks Country Club
Murray, Kentucky
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MONDAY MORNING
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5:00 I 5:30 6:00 I 8:30 7:00 I 7,30 , 8.00 1 830 9:00 I 9:30 1000 10-30 1 11:00
Regis and nem Ns Maw(NIX J.*
Good MorningAniwica a
*nem MIC 2 2
News
The Mow(N)i WWITr
LivIrg11 Up
Good Morning Aseerica It
News—{News News
wSil ABC 3_. .3 3
Blen Shea
Uvlieg It Up.
Teary an Stang)ill
News
News
Mid MK 4 4
IT* hely thew 112111•111 %lbws ie U.S. Opsnyeswis: Fort Ibund
News_
inictits S 6
News
News
—
--- News A
&WM elsetert
WPSONK 6 6 6 II AgDav News ir News X
Today(In MemelPI
Regis sed Meg The New(Nil Divorce News
Good Morale,Minkel'
1111114A6C 7-7 . 7 News AgDay Good Morning
Sesame Sareel X Raiding 'Cyber- .ilesral loanTm•
CaMou Lions Arlhut Coudt 1
vitirt PBS 4 "II—
Berens- Bahl Mr
Divorce Arles
Katcher Machin Judge MOW A People's Cast
69Sifet 9 •
Light- Pet
Paid
11 2 3 (4.00) Movie
Paid
Teals
Paid
WOntaill 10 17 11 30 Paid
Berens- Under- Gains* Dennis Stoning Over e U.S. Open Tem* Paid
Paid
Paid
The 2004 Jelly Lewis NM Telethon (in Stereo It
Ktv5CSS 13 12 13 4211111emblast Show
The 2001 awry Lewis MDA Telethon(Cant I)(In Siena)
16 $11 1 II ICA Telethon
RG14
*pis
WSP
Tow TITIeyet
17 II-38
Inspls *gm tile
Feed
revel Awaken Truths Kgd
Mo
*off- Arthw afford Dragon CaMou Shrinks Santry Sees* Sinus V Lions Tsie
WIURI-Pill 21 21 5 11 Yoga
41 Jwl
Nees Living Hugh- Porkers Just
WDeS-11111 22 11 00
Paid
Paid
King-MM Shapied Chapl
Sabrina, SW* Paid
SPIR
ESPN
24 MI 211 II SportsCanilerI SportsCamer X SporteCenew X SportsCaneer X SporisCamer W. SportsCenier 1 SponsCantsrI
14NRA 1/01RA Drag Racing
Cold Pizza (In Stereo) Tr.
ESPN2 25 30 25
Cold Plus In Siereo Lrvel X
Sdes KB
MTV
Vats Pro-Show
-121104 Video Music Awards (in Stereo)
2119 77 24 Music Videos on Swieol
..,
Law & Order IC Law & Order X Law & OrderI
* 27 39 14 The Lost World I The Pretender X The Pretender 1 Charmed X
NT
TLc
What NW is Weer What Not to Weer What Not to Weer 1t/liel Nol to Weer
29 41 41
Bus
Animal lima* Save- 11-5 Tr Peep
1Golden Unsolved**
30 52 31 31 Paid
nt Lilo Workout Laverne Design- Golden [Nanny Goan !The
Paid
Molt W
More*
32 51 49 5 Single Singie Monk I
Monk .41
Monk X
Monk X
,,i llawnon £4v(I916)
34 ss n
movie Moyle: aiiii% Wabesque"(1966)'NR Movie. ***Si "Cal Northads 77711941)Iff Movie:•**'
35 35 44 27 Paid
Paid [
Chas. Dickens
Cold Case riesI Cold Case Files I Cold Case Fees It' Cold Case Res X Cold Caw FleeI
FAN
36 S3 36 2 J. Meyer Feed
Digimon Rangers Spider Two li.ning Thp 700 Club it Movie: "Sabnne Goes lo Ram-1199M
fles
NICK - 37 22 24 4 Franlan-Green Knight
Grown CnalkZons X
'The LiMe Boar Mahe(2001) The Fairly OddParenis u JAIOISIPIIUP
rimy - ei 36 III
Paid
Garden) Soli.
OMNI Dm* !Duvall Room Room Country Homes Small Sensible
Paid
CSI: Crime Scot CSI Crime Scn -CS1: Crime Sat CSI: Dins Sat
Paid
SPIKE '44 33 3923 Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
WISS
52 20 21 13 Maine Mama Wield Seintad
Setae* Semliki SW** Seinlvie]Sointeld See** Sante* Sank* ISeinlald
-T0oN
66 32 50
Trans POOKII. Der* Looney Totally Tot* Titans Titans Co/len/me Kid Ed, Edd n Eddy Grim Athemeirse
COURT II Si
Paid
Moen: "The DeOendees: Chace,4 Eells"The Delendeis: Telma IV Fre(1991)
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid

LIFE

USA
INC
Age

Uving
Access AccesslAcceselhaess Access Access IllueBET Morning InsM Won
Movie: ***'Pin Carey(1992) '
Smash Hits of Country
** The In-Leme
(4:251 Movie
Artists Specials7Movle:'Harry Reef and me Chamber oI Secrete"(2002)1 Real SportsI
MAX
Movie: **'I French Koss'(1995)1 I"My Bp Fat Greek Werldny' so."Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome"
Movie Point
Me 73 52
SHOW
Movie "Hey *noir
Movie ** "My Gient"(199(1)PG'a Movie: 'love Field"(1994 It Movie:'Wert a /Am Lows a Manse
DiSN
7531 57
Lao —Tito
Llte
UM
Leo
Itito
jIbo
Lilo
Lao
Lib
Leo
Leo
Lilo
__. Leo
_
NI
Rix
Movie: so "wewor- 979) PG
Movie: *liousevnee(1992)
(4251 Movie: 'Rare IMI" "Rosencreetz 4 Guederemm"
11507
rA)
14-05) Movie
Movie: "Red Sarca'11965)1!Movie..••,,, "The %Avis"(1992TrilMovie: *.* "Seebecur DOW)Tobey Magma

BEI
C MTV
HE.0

67 11
10 34
NI it 51
15 72 54
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MONDAY AFTERNOON

5:30 I 6:00 I 6:30
2:00 I 2:30 I 3:00 I 3:30 I 4:00 ! 4:30 I 5:00
Monday
News
ABC
News
WKRNABC All My Children X All My Children X PGA Gott. Deutsche Bank Championship - Final Round
EnterX
News
ABC
X
News
Round
Final
-Championship
Bank
Deutsche
Gott
PGA
X
Children
My
All
I
Children
My
All
WSILA8C
12:00 1 12:30 1 1:00 1 1:30

WSMY-feC News

[News

Days of ow Lives Ira. Phil

Passions X

Wrif-CBS (10.00) U.S. Open Tennis Men's and Women'

10prah Winfrey X News

NBC

News

News

CBS

News

E,viliail(bye) X

KIISI-For

Brown

Brown

On Air Ryan

Maury X

Paid

Paid

The 700 Club X

IVOTV-UPN i11 30) U.S. Open Tennis Men s and Womens Fount, Round (live) X

Horn-

70s

King-Nil Simp-

Paid

Blind

5th

WON

MDA Contd

WISP

Life

/ALB Baseball Chicago White Sox at Texas Rangers X

'Fellow- Inspir.

Inspir-

yber-

WIU11.1-PBS Raising Kentucky Berens- Shrinks Zoom X Arthur
vIDKA-W8 Chboume Show

Jackie

Feud

Jerry Springer I Feud

The 2004 Jerry Lewis MDA Telethon (In Stereo)
Replay

Bed Bug Discov- Steel

Inspir- IMass

Mucha

Yu Gi

Poke-

Cerullo

News-Lehrer

Busi-

Griffith
Cops X Cops X ()harms'

College Football Pittsburgh vs. South Florida (Lhie) X

Game-

ESPN

111LB Baseball. Tampa Bay Devil Rays at New York Yankees Game-

ESPN2
MN

MB Baseball Montreal Expos at Chicago Cite.(Uwe)I 1Dreil Racing
Co*ege Football.. Nevada at Louisiana Tech.(Live) X
MTV Special (Al Stereo(
Stereo
(In
(N)
2004
Videos of Summer
%/Ws 1-V1IIAs

TNT

Law & Order X

1Law & Order X

Law & Order X

Law & Order X

Law & Order X

Law & Order X

Law li Order X

What Not to Wear What Not to Wear What Not to Wear What Not to Wear What Not to Wear What Not to Wear VThat Not to Wear
in Name-Love"
,
"Against They Will, Women in Prison"X Movie: ivil• "SendFalb"(1990, Drama)Rebell Urich, Joanna Kerns. X

TLC
UFE

U.S. Open Tennis

Monk I

Monk If

USA

Monk X

AMC
r
A&E

*rile 'MOM& Air Iti 130/0( Wakm"(1987)'Ft' [Movie: a* "The Big Hear(1953)'NR' !Movie: at* lbe Onion Field'(1979, Drama)'R'
Coid Case Files I Cold Case Files X Cokl Case Files X Cold Case Files X Cold Case Files X Cold Case Files X Cad Case Files 1

FAN

Movie: "Sabrina, Down Under(1999)

NICK

As Told by Ginger Rocket Power In S ereo) X ir Oddpar- Movie: it* "The Ruyirats Move"(1998) Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius Oddpar-

H0TV
SPIKE

Decorat- fCurb

Mission 'Design IDesign

CSI: Crime Scn

CS): Crime Scot

[MonkI

Monk X

Monk .X.

Movie:* "Dove Me Crazy"(1999)
Design- Home

Full the.IFull Hse. 7th Heaven I

lEloy

Curb

Iii Walls Building LandCS: Crime Scn
CS: Crime Scn

I Design- Outer

CS: Crime Scn

CSI: Crime Scn

Boy

House

CS: Crime Sat

WTBS

NIB Baseball Philadelphia Phillies at Atlanta Braves (Live) Seinfeld Seinfeld Seinfeld Seinfeld Seinfeld Seinleid Seinfeld Friends

TOON

Codename: Kid

COURT

Movie:** 'Judicial Consent"i 1494}

BET

Beach Towel

CMTV

Movie

CkfT Road Trip

HBO

Movie

Movie: ** '1 Spy"(2002)'PG-13' X

MAX
SHOW

(11:30) Movie

VIPODWFTEs

DISN

GALLERIES

Fi-lx
H802

Lilo
Movie: *ink "Sweet Smel of Success" Movie: "The *amply Kif1 "Attack oi dwo Puppet Pool*" "Flosenrartz 4 Guidenstem"
Movie:*a -The Marr)wg Man"i 1991) Movie: en* "Panic"(2000) Movie: "Confidence'(2003) Movie: *** "48 HRS"(1982)'R'1

Movie

Grim Adventures Coden- Coden- Totally

Ed. Edd n Eddy

Moine: "The Witness Fries"(1959)

BET Awards '03
Inside Fame

Wanted Most Shocking

Movie: -The Stabs"(1989)

Lyoko

Turtles

Delec-

Defeo-

Source Awards

Lobby

Awards

Great Tour Bus

Most Shocking 3 Most Shocking 5

.
Movie: "Harry Potter and the Chard*/ OTS00116
(2032)X

Movie: tic -Liarede4"(2003) Movie:02 "Drearticarchee(2003, Honor)'FrI

es "My Fellow Americans" X On Set

Movie: *(ii "Abandon"(20021 Movie: ***Y4 "The tkrit for Red Clatter(1990) is "Cops and Flobbersons" Ma*'Swingers'
llito
ILA°
Lilo
Lilo
Liio
Lilo
Lilo
Lilo
Lilo
Lilo
Lilo
Lilo
Lilo

Oaks Country Club, Murray, KY

FORMAT:

Four person scramble teams, two teams per hole There will be two divisions - Female and Male
or mixed. Only the first 46 prepaid team entnes will be accepted. Deisdline for Entries is 9-7-04.

ENTRY & CART:

Only $35.00 per person, including a mulligan. Golf Cart is not included in entry fee Cost is $25
per cart. You may bring your own cart at no charge (limited carts available).

WPS0418C Fear Factor II" Stereo) Hawaii "Underground" Last Comic Standing News X

MAJOR
CONTRIBUTORS:

Cracker Barrel, Briggs & Stratton, Kroger & Sirloin Stockade are providing a rocking chair,
lawn mower & gift certificates for closest to the hole on par 3's. Hawaiian Tropic is providing
T-shirts, product and pnzes for winners. Drawing will be at conclusion of the tournament

TINFT-PBS Antiques Roadshow

History Detectives X Alaska's Gold

KBSI-Fox

Renovate My Family

A raffle will be held with drawings for a La-Z-Boy Recliner from Woodcratters Galleries and a
lawn mower provided by Briggs & Stratton. Great prizes will be given away at the
conclusion of the tournament. Must be present to win.

Yes, Dear Raymond Two Men
los-C85 Still
WGN
Columbo 'The Conspirators"

The rules will be announced on the day of the tournament

WKMU-P85 Kentucky Tonight X

Wide Angle (In Stereo) Performance

WDKA-VIS 7th Heaven X

Evenirood (In Stereo) W8 Inside 1W8 Inside Roseanne Roseanne Extra X

SEP.6 2004

MONDAY EVENING
7:00 I

7:30

1

8:00

i

8:30

9:30

9:00 1

I

1 10:00 . 10:30 I 11:00 . 11:30 I 12:00

WKRK-ABC College Football: Florida State at Miami.(Live)

All proceeds go to support the United Way of Murray-Calloway County & WATCH (Work
Activities Training Center for the Handicapped). Your support is sincerely appreciated

ENTRY FORM
United Way/WATCH Charity Golf Tournament
Oaks Country Club
PHONE it

3
4.

Ed, Edd Grim

Titans

Movie: ** "Restrairwg Order"(1999)

WHERE:

ADDRESS

Hickey

Chang- Magee

Reading Clifford Dragon GED

Saturday, September 11. 2004 Signal Start at 8:30 a.m.
Sunday, September 12, 2004 Signal Start at 8:30 a.m.

NAMES

Football

await Ray-

KFYS-C8S Telethon'The 2904 Jerry Lewis MDA Telethon In Stereo)I

DATE:
RAIN DATE:

RULES:

Edition

News X Fortune
1 Jeop- 16fillion- News X NBC
Dr. Phil
wPSD-NBC Days of our Lives Passions X
Fortune
News
ABC
News
W88J-ABC All My Children X All My Children X PGA Golf Deutsche Bank Championship -- Final Round.
Virtues Lions TAnge- Shrinks IZoboo Dragon [Sagwa Barney !Clifford Arthur Zoom X News-Lehrer
WPC-PBS Mr

12:30

News

Friends X Friends X *ghillie Kimmel

WSL-ABC College Football: Florida Stale at kiami.(Live)

News X

Nightline Seinfeld

WSMY-NBC Fear Factor (In Stereo) Hawaii'Underground" Last Comic Standing News

The Tonight Show X Late Night (In Stereo) Last Call

WTYF-CBS Still

Late Show (In Stereo) Entertain [Tennis

[yes, Dear Raymond 'Two Men CSI: Miami In Stereo) News

W1313J-ABC College Football Ronda State at Miami. (Live)
North Shore (NI X

WOTY-UPN One

WISP

Half

Brkthrgh 113am C.

ESPN

Girl-

Girl-

News

News

Nighdine Jimmy Kimrnei Live

Served

Scully

Friends X Oprah Winfrey X

CS!: Miami iln Stereo) News I

Kimmel
Late Late

The Tonight Show X Late Night On Stereo) Last Call

70s Show{Will-Grace Simpson' Frasier X King
News

Seinteld

Harvey

America

Becker X NOW
Harvey

Seinfeld

History Detectives X
Paid Prog.

Blind Date 5th Wheel

Late Show Ir. Stereo) Friends X Tennis

Late Late

WON News at Nine X Becker X Becker X Elimidate 5th Wheel Osboume Show

Your Day ILife Today Today

[Love

Inspirtioni Inspirtionl

Holcomb

Missions Fellow-

Bronner

News

Ky Lie

Naturescn Charlie Rose ( NII

Work-

Paid Prog. Ripley

Road Rule

SportsC,enter (Live) X

ESP1425: Sher Anniversary Special IN) X

IALB Baseball Boston Red Sox at Oakland Altietts. (Live) X

ESPN2

16 001 NHRA Drag Racing US Nationars X

Baseball Tonight X

SportsCenter (Live) X Baseball Tonight X

ESPN25: Who's No. 1

MTV

(500) MTV Special

Road Rine!Rood Rule Road Rule!Choose

Real Wrid !Hard Rock Video Clash

Hip Hop (In Stereo)

TNT

Law & Order X

Law A Order "Genius" Law & Order I

Law & Order X

TLC
LIFE

What Not to Wear X
(6:00) woe

Movie: "Deadly Encounter"(2004, Suspense)

USA

16.00) U.S. Open Tennis Men s and Women's Fourth Round (Live)I

AMC

Movie:***Iri -Serpico"(1973, Drama) AJ Pampa 'R'

A&E
FAN

Movie: 'The Riverrnen"(2004)Cary Elms. X !Movie: "Pm Rivemian"(2004)Cary SwotI Movie:'The Fineman'(2004) Cary Bees.I
Fain. Mat Fans. Mat. Paid Prog. Paid Prog.
Whose? The 700 Club X
Movie: fr**41 "Good WI Hwang"(199T) Matt Damon.

NICK

Fairly Oddparents
Decont-

What Not to Wear X

What Not to Wear I
Clean

Golden

Law/Ord SVU

What Not to Wear X
Nanny

Cosby

Maoism, Roseanne Cosby

Design

Home

HGTV

Smart

SPIKE

CSI: Crime Son

WTBS

Raymond Raymond Movie: a** 'The Wedding Sever"(1998) X

700N

Pokemon Yu-GI-Oh! Foster

COURT

CSI: Crane Scn

WWE Raw In Stereo LiveI X

'Titans

House

Jackie

Smart

Movie: "Serp;o'Tr

3's Co.

Chews

Decoret-

Passion

Designers

CSI: Crime Sai

Futurarna %slab

Mad AM.

Cosby

2 liouseguest"(1995) Sited. X
/
Movie: *1
Family

What Not to Wear X
Mad AM

Nash Bridges X

Movie: tali itartunkrir(1986) Wilkam L Pelmet Fr

Boss?

Totally

Nanny

Monk X

Designers Design

Full Hat. Full (1ee.
Mission

What Not to Wear X

The Saes i in Ste!eol The X-Files (In Stereo)

CS: Crime Scn
Movie: "Cedlyshect"

Int/mho Closed

Lupin the

All names listed will be er,tered before the tournament date for drawing of prizes,
Please call for substitutes.

BET

Detective Detective Detective 'Detective Detective Detective Detective Detective Detective Detective Detective Detective
Club Comic View
College Midnight Love
News
(6 NI BET Awards '04

CIATY

Movie: se* "Pure Country"(1992) George Strait

HBO

Moyle: Tharke's Angels. Full Throttle"(2003)

YOU MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN

MAX
SHOW

NOVI:'Terminator 3 Rise oI the Mechines-P' Mow* 'The Ginner Man'(1996) Erotic
Movie: cc -The Hunter(2033)R Extras
Dave Chappell.
46:15) Movie

DISH

it IttfIc The Move" Movie: 'Stitch! The Mx*"(2003) Sister

FLIX

Movie:'The Pope oI Greenwich Maga"(1384) Movie: **vi "Cram kloon*(1994) Movie: a* "The Mean Season-09E6)Sr
Reel Time tin Stereo) liaise** Tale Rider"(1985, Western)'R' (Da Ali 0 Di Al) G 'Movie: et* "Ssebscuir(20911'PG-13 illt

$2500 per cart
Yes. I will need a cart s
Only prepaid cart reservations will be guaranteed
Entry fee of $35 00 per person must accompany application
ONLY THE ENTRY FEE IS TAX DEDUCTIBLE

HBO2

Stacked

Most Shocking

Inside Fame

Movie: *Id', "Dane/ Us From Eva"(2003) 113' Reel Spats X

Even

Great Tata Bus
Movie: Test'(2003)

'Sex SeCrett and Beftrfais"1411'
MOAN:**(: "13 Xmas"(2001)'13'

Boy World Proud

1
So Raven Kan

Lizzie

Total Remitted

Please Detach, and enclose a chock for total amount payable to United Way of Murray-Calloway Co.
Mail To: United Way, 607 Poplar St., Ste. F; Murray, KY 42071.

i
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Murray Ledger lk Times Farr Housing Act Notice

Advisers Me fetaimeld lo deck Its Sral
motion of tier ads la UPI encr Wray
Ladi;ler & Terra ad tie rimonstes for trey one
monad nsedion My toner toad be reported
mnedialery so oorrecture can be

AB reel ease Adeerteed hem a subect Sr the Federal Feu
Homing MAI& mime bpiwawa/waan preinence hm
moan or discrimialimlimaim matsimmipon
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Lege Nola
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Monied
Position Wanted
Domestic A Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Nome Fur strings
Antiques
Lawn Garden

190
145
200
210
220
240
270

no
245
300
320
330
340
360
370
390
390
410
425

Fann Equiprnem
Nam Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Nome Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mabee Nonies For Rent
WOW Norm Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses Fr Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
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Classifieds
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Rota BMW
Leta Ptoperty
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Saw
Acmes
homes For Sale
Molorcycies & ATVs
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Yens
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

$7.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
5113 US Must Run 18.066 6 Dry

Prnod

$100 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

YLACE MUSLIM AD AN

II AIL APPEAR OS
WEB
SITE
DIE
Al ID EXTRA CHARGE,

$8.25 First ay -20woE
or less
11111.111
11111111111
Over 20 words 830 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.11 per word per day
53(X) extra for Shopper Non Classifieds go into icipprrig Guide)
The publisher maintains the right to relect or edit any submitted refatter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie
Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax:

VISA

753-1927

Happy Birthday

$100 REWARD!!!!
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•

Happy Birthday Nanny! 4,1
We love you! your family

why Rick was
so blue,
He just wasn't
circulating like
he used to.
But now we know-Sunday he
turns the
Big Five Ohhh!

010
Least
Notice

LEGAL NOTICE
All stored items in storage units listed below
at Murray Store & Lock. 641 North, Murray,
KY 42071, have been abandoned and if all
charges for this unit are not paid in full on or
before September 10. 2004, Murray Store and
Lock will have legal possession of all items
stored in this unit. A sale dated for said items
will be no later than September 15.2004. Unit
SB rented to Chrystle Hobbs. Unit 13B rented
to Jason Boren.

Nolo

FIREHOUSE GRILL
is back and selling BBQ to help raise
money for the Murray Professional
Firefighters. BBQ sandwiches will
be available at the Ice Cream Festival
on September I I, 2004 at the Old
City Park. Come and enjoy the original taste of Firehouse Grill!

Send resumes to
P.O. Box 1040-Q
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

JANITOR/
ORDERLY
Full-time Monday through Friday. Pleasant
atmosphere, good working conditionsit
you would enjoy working with the elderly,
apply in person at Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Drive.
EOE

www-murrayledger.com

I
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Chriuopher Holt
Grandparenty

Ray Sr Nellie Holt,
Motel! Bray. Gene & Lou
Lamb, and Nellie Simmons
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Single Space - $12.00 (no more than two children per picture
Double Space - $18.00
(MAXIMUM OF 5 LINES)

Practical.
And it's FREE!
lake I iberty 's I RI I lax St:hool and
learn he to prepare individual income tax returns.
We offer various programs to tit your schedule.
Call toll-free now for class information.

270-767-9281
www.libertytax.corn

Snult cc
kr Mots
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INCREDIBLE VISION
We have recently designed a gas permeable Bifocal contacts lens for anyone over forty who is
using bi-focal glasses or reading glasses. You
cannot get this quality of vision from any other
source such as Lasik surgery. monocular fit, soft
bi-focal contact lenses or glasses
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EXPERIENCED ALUMINUM
WELDERS WANTED
We are a truck body and trailer manufacturer
with immediate plans to begin production in
the Cadiz, KY, area. We have openings for
highly experienced Aluminum Welders who
can provide the type of finish weld and quality we are known for and our customers
expect. Openings are available on the day
and afternoon shifts. Join our team and
become part of a highly qualified production
group. We will offer competitive wages and
benefits.
Interested persons should send a detailed
resume with work history, name, address and
phone number to:

'1,11
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CHARGES

1,14111k

Dr. H C. Denham
Optometnst

312 North 12th Street
MURRAY KINTLICXv 42177-1
•

Position:

Dispatcher (Telecommunications Officer)

deVefill,(Olt ,

Overview of Duties:

Provide radio communications between
public and officers. Position is full time
and is non-sworn.

and ditelopint: new baxiii,

Department:

City of Murray Police Department

ii
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Salary and Benefits: Minimum salary for the position
$9.39 per hour (depending on training and
experience) plus benefits.
City of Murray benefit package includes health insurance, life insurance, retirement plan, wellness plan. sick, vacation and personal
days.

Idrertising Sales Position
.11tirray Ledger st Times
PO. Box 1040-T
kIn 42071
14.11 ttprontiolis 1 inployer

Lost and Found

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Join the Obion County - Tyson Team
Tyson Foods, Inc. the largest poultry processor in
the world with a worldwide reputation for safety and
quality, currently has openings for

Maintenance Technician
Successful candidates will demonstrate a history of
success and personal responsibility. Two(2) years
Industrial Maintainence experience required.
Progressive Pay Plan
via KATTS Testing
36148 Work Schedule
Paid Vacations and
Holidays
Health. Dental, and
Vision Insurance
Prescription Card

Stock Purchase
Program
401K Plan
Credit Union
HomeJAuto Insurance
Long Term
Care Insurance

Qualified females and minorities encouraged to apply.
Interested applicants please apply at Tennessee
Department of Labor and Workforce Development.
1418 Stad Avenue
Union City, Tennessee
731-884-2621 or call 1-888-277-6057 ext. 864
El0/EIWFIVID

.
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NOTICE
The City of Murray has the following job opportunity:

inelifde tIlbriaiN It
fill 41/ bliAitie't\e% It I

APPETITES wanted
Sandra D's 94 East
293-3816

If you are now using single vision gas permeable
contact lens and glasses over your contacts for
near vision There will be no charge to come in
and try these lens

,,uii,irnerl

/Or

tireliMIA

No phone calls please.
Equal Opportunity Employer

re11.01.
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Regular office hours at Employment Services
are 7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. on Monday and
Tuesday, 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday and
Thursday and 7:30- 12 noon on Friday.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

flit 11011?
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We are having about 85-90°. success with these
lens and have lens in stock for about 98% of prescriptions
Successfully fit - $590 00
$50 00 if not successful

Applications for the position are available at the
Kentucky Department for Employment Services,
319 South 7th St., Mayfield, KY 42066
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UNBELIEVABLE FOR COMPUTERS

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
BRING IN BY SEPT 7(5 P.M.)

CADIZ, KY 42211

01101 II 0/44/1:: It

:I nit..'

The employer does not discriminate on the basis
of race, color, religion, sex, age, national origin,
or disability.

- Position tradable \

Pre-employment physical examinations, background and reference checks will be required.

Send payment. photo. names of grandparents. name of child,
and self-addressed stamped envelope for return of photo to:

P.O. BOX 1484
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Accountant
Progressive local (regional) telecommunications
firm seeks qualified applicant for an Accountant.
Applicant must have a Bachelor's degree or
higher in Accounting. CPA certification required.
The successful candidate will maintain a significant portion of the Telco's accounts and
accounting records. Maintain general and subsidiary ledgers and prepare operating and financial statements. Examine a variety of financial
statements and transactions for completeness,
internal accuracy, and conformity with established
accounting
classifications,
Telecommunications background preferred.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

/
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at 500 p.m.
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Local company is seeking to employ a qualified shop maintenance person whose
responsibilities will include general maintenance of company vehicles and overseeing
shop cleanliness and organization. Welding,
mechanical, supervisory, and inventory type
experience a plus. This position may require
some travel. Full-time position with medical, retirement, holiday, and vacation benefits. All applicants must be mechanically
inclined, hardworking, and self-motivated
individuals with a positive attitude.
Local company is seeking to employ a qualified marketing and/or safety person.
Marketing responsibilities will include producing and distributing marketing materials, maintaining a contact database, and
proposal development. Safety duties will
include insuring compliance with applicable
OSHA requirements. All applicants must be,
proficient in the use of all Microsoft Office
programs. Experience with Photoshop 5.5
and Network Administration a plus.
Occasional short term travel will be
required. Full-time position with medical,
retirement, holiday and vacation benefits.
All applicants must be hardworking and
self-motivated individuals with a positive
attitude.
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We didn't know

Fri., SEPT. 3RD at 3:00 P.M.

Tell your grandparents,
and the world how great you
think they are, by publishing
your greeting in our special "Grandparents Day
Greetings" section on Saturday, September 11, 2004

Call 731-587-9526
731-587-2200• 731-431-4730

'

Happy Birthday

Lisa
Notice

ues., Sept. 7th, Deadline will

Brown and White
Fell from our boat In
the Blood River area
of Kentucky Lake
near New Concord.
Kentucky, Wildcat
Creek Beach area.
He is presumed
drowned_ Any info is
appreciated.

11.
04
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REMEMBER

Male Shih-Tzu
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LAST year during a
move I mistakenly carried the garment hanging bag to my set of
luggage to Angel's
Attic. If you purchased
it there would you part
with it. It is olive green
tapestry with lady
golfers on it. Phone
498-8725

Job applications and full job descriptions for the above listed position are available at the City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 104
N. 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. If you have questions concerning this position, please contact the Personnel Office at 270762-0330 ext. 103.
Deadline for accepting applications is 5:00 p.m. Friday. September
10, 2004
Drug screening will be required of successful applicant.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls
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Help Wanted

2 star child care cente
ooking for part-time
professional child care
providers to guide children ages birth to 5
years. Apply at 109 S.
15th St.

HOME health agency
growing in four-county
area needs a few good
people: FT RN Case
Manager. OT. Aide,
Marketing. PRN. RN.
LPN, OT. Aide, BSW.
Call Kaye at 270-7531434, or complete online application at intrepidusa.com

GREEN Acres Health
Care is currently hiring
for the following positions: CMA-PRN 2-10
shift. CNA: Full-time,
6a-2p: 2p-10p: 10p-6a.
LOOKING for experiMedical Records Clerk:
enced appliance repair
Full-time M-F experiperson for residential
ence required/LPN preand commercial. Call
ferred Anyone interest753-5341, 293-2418,
ed in becoming part of
or 767-9503
our team may apply in
person. EOEJAAE
NOW taking applicaSIRLOIN
Stockade tions for day & night
now hiring for nighttime shift. Apply in person
and weekend dish- 0 Sonic Drive-in, 217
washers. Please apply S. 12th Street. No
Phone Calls Please.
in person.
CARPET layer helper,
Apple
Cafe•
experience required. BIG
Apply at Joe Smith kitchen help needed.
Carpet, Highway 641N. Apply in person 1005
Arcadia Circle
753-6660
Auto Service
Technician needed.
Excellent pay, excellent benefits, health
insurance, holidays, vacation, sick days.
Experienced In new car dealership pre-

ferred. Apply In person at Brandon Auto
World.

Aosimoarelaz104.;,.
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CLASSIFIEDS
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has immediate openings
for Assistant Managers
Must be customer
onented with food
service expenence
Apply at 616 N. 12th.

No phone calls *ass.
PADUCAH Real Estate
licensing class begins
September 7th Easy
Call
payment plan
270-647-1972. 2708 39 - 6 0 3 5
deloiseadams@ yahoo
COM

PART-TIME position for
LPN, Certified Medical
Assistant or medical
assistant with clinical
experience. Monday
through
Thursday
mornings. Please apply
by resume only including
references to:
Richard H. Crouch,
M.D. 300 South 8th
Street 301E, Murray,
KY 42071.
POSITIONS Available:
Persons needed to pretax
income
pare
Seasonal
returns.
employment, we will
train. Call 753-9204 or
437-4531
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PROCESS Engineer:
CampbellRhea/Mohon
manufacturer of
a
wooden laboratory furniture and supplier of
laboratory equipment.
Seeking a Process
Engineer with demonstrated expenenced in
manufacturing
lean
environment, process
studies,
capability
tracking performance
measurements, and
line balancing. Send
to:
resume
CampbellRhea/Mohon.
1865 North Market
TN
Paris,
Street,
38242, Jeremy Phillips,
Manager.
HR
jphillips@campbellrhea.com
Grow
to
ROOM
Preschool is seeking to
hire a full time preschool teachers. Child
experience
care
required. Please send
resume to 109 S. 13th
treet. No phone calls
lease

in
rid

of
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Now Hiring
Servers & Hostesses
Day Shit Only
Apply at 616 N. 12th.
No phone calls please.
Selling your motorcycle or ATV?
Call us, we'll be

It.

glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times

Domestic & Childcare
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CLEAN offices or busi
nesses. Nights & week
ends. Excellent refer
ences. 293-3761
HOME daycare located
in town has openings
for children ages 0-3
yrs. Provider is a mother of one with an educational background in
child development and
holds a current certification in C.P.R./ First
Aid Training. Large
home with fenced in
backyard for safety and
plenty of activities.
is
rate
Fulltime
$70/WK. *759-4649
HOUSECLEANING.
Do you want the job
done right? Then call
Rosemary Risner. I'm
reliable and have expenence and references.
210-4756

The Bull Pen
is now hiring
experienced
servers.
Apply in
person at
110 S. 5th St.
•••••••••4110/4/4414101

111121Wint to Buy
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all. Cal
Larry at 753-3633
BOWFLEX with leg
extensions & lap pull
down 753-2853 leave
message
BUYING
aluminum
cans Key Auto Parts
753-5562
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
JUNK cars wanted.
Free hauling. 753-7439
USED carpeting, electric baseboard heaters,
refrigerators, air conditioners, doors, and
storm windows 7534109
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.
WANTED: Grandma's
junk costume jewelry
by the piece or by the
box.(270)4736-6072
Older
WANTED:
mobile home free to
remove from property.
(270)437-3904

WANTED: Responsible
Party to take on small
monthly payments on
High Definition Big
Screen TV. 1-800-3983970
160
Horns Furnngs
COUCH and lovesea
country pnnt & 2 reclin
ers 489-2119. Cal
before 9pm or leave
message.
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
1994
•REDUCED *
16x60 Spiral 2 bed, 1
bath set-up and ready
to move into. Home
features kitchen appliances, washer/dryer,
new carpet throughout
and central air. Pay as
little as $700 down and
only
of
payments
$173/month. Home is
located on lot E13 in
Coach Estates. For
more information conBros.
Starks
tact
Homes @ 1-800-4553001
1989 14x60 Clayton
213d/1Bth $5,500. 7536185
1997 28x52 Buccaneer
3BR, 2BA, large living
room, refrigerator. dishwasher & stove included. One owner. Must
be moved. $27,000.
after
270-527-7477
6pm

NANNY needed. At
$700/wk immediately in
Murray. Must love children. Call 404-2283859

1999 Clayton 16x80,
3BR. 2BA, garden tub,
appliances, extremely
$23,000
clean.
includes setup and
delivery. Call 270-4892525

WILL clean up before
and after renters, new
construction, remodeling, floors, windows.
etc.
baths.
kit,
436Experienced.
5914, Valerie

4 acre 14x76, 2BR,
2BA. all appliances, 2
year old AC. $27,500
must sell 293-4530 or
753-4434

MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

WWW.K4QKY.COM
767-9944

40 foot storage trailers for sale. Please
contact 753-5585
Homo For Ildt
PRICE reduced need
o sell 1988 Destiny
14x70 $6,500 OBO
753-2853 Leave message
REPO: Beautiful 3
Bed, 2 Bath, Fireplace,
Huge Master Bed &
Bath. Payments as low
as $175. 731-584-9429

(1) 2BR for rent. C/H/A
with approved credit.
437-4465
38R. $295. 753-6012
CLEAN 16x80 $350
per month plus deposit
492-8488
MOBILE home at the
lake includes access to
manna, boat ramp, and
parking lot. Beautiful
3BR, 1.5BA in perfect
shape. 3 porches, separate storage shed,
many extras $475 a
month
furnished,
security
$1,000
deposit. Good references.227-0406.
NICE 16x60 2br, 2 full
bath mobile home. 4
miles from Murray.
(731)782-3221. After
8pm

Arackis
For Sals

LABOR Day weekend
sale at the Hitching
Aurora.
in
Post
Discounts to 50%. SatVon 10-5. (270)4742266
STRAW for sale. $2 a
bale. 489-2436, if no
answer leave message_
TWO used six foot
office wood desks.
$350 and $150. Call
753-2633 9:00AM to
5:00PM

BEAUTIFUL 3 BEDBATH
ROOM, 2
HOME WITH LAND!
Owner financing! 731584-9429
[AND! 1 acre to 5
acres! Owner financing 731-584-9429

Me

EXCEPTIONAL MURRAY
PROPERTY FOR SALE

150

BRAND new oversized
chair and ottoman.
$350. Antiques and old
signs Call 753-8356
DINING room, living
room, and bedroom
suites. Chests, dresser,
beds. recliners and
other items. 753-1502
and 753-4860

Saturday, September 4, 2004 • 5B

mobile
NICE 2BR
home lots for rent. No
pets. 753-9866
Apateiints For Rant
1 & 2BR apts. available
for immediate occupancy. Please call 7538221.
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
lbr apartment, furnished and all utilities
Downtown, no
paid.
pets. Call (270) 2269193.
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.
1BR furnished, low utilities. Reference and
deposit required. No
pets. $225 a month.
753-3949
1BR, 1 bath efficiency,
close to MSU, $175
month, partially furnished, lease's-deposit
required, no pets.
(573)281-0023
1BR, carport, W/D
hookup, clean, no pets.
$335/month. 753-6931
or 293-6070
1BR-4BR apartments.
Ask about move in free
days. Coleman RE
759-4118
2 Room all furnished,
all utilities, water, electric, phone and cable
included. Access to
pool & fitness room.
$150
$400/month,
deposit. Singles for
$375 and up plus
deposit. Call for infor(270)753mation.
8407.
Cambridge
2BR Apt
area 293-6968
2BR duplex apt. 903-A
Northwood Dr. Very
TVA
economical,
approved, C/H/A, mowing and appliances furnished. No pets. Lease
required. 753-7185
2BR duplex, carport
no pets, 1 year lease
$375/month 753-9636
3, 4. 5, bedroom
house. 1, 2, 3 apts.
753-1252 or 753-0606
FOR Rent 2 bedroom
duplex $375 7594406
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for 2br
townhouses, basic rent
$360/ rnonth.One bedroom $330/month. Call
Leave
753-1970.
Message.
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

1

palnants For Rent
2
111
RED OAKS ARTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
TOP of the line, 3BR,
2-1/2BA all appliances
are furnished, garage
with remote opener
907-B N. 20th St
$725
$725/mo,
deposit. No pets. Day
293-9970, night 7535344
VERY nice 1,200 sq.ft.,
2BR, 1BA, utility room.
central gas HVAC,
located in quiet, adutt
neighborhood, lease &
deposit, no pets. 270759-1087

2BR, 1 bath, remod
eled, lake view, abou
from
minutes
25
furMurray. W+D
nished, $375 mo.
Lease+deposit
required. No pets.
(573)281-0023
3BR, 1.58A, close to
redecorated,
MSU,
W+D hookup, $450
month (573)281-0023.
Lease+deposit
required. No pets.
3BR, 1.5BA, house on
Oak Hill Drive. $650
month. 759-4406
3BR, 1BA home in
Puryear,TN for rent.
month.
per
$450
References required.
Call for an appointment. 270-362-9729
3BR, 2BA, Hazel area,
appliances furnished.
$375 rent with $250
deposit. 753-9723.
3BR, Central gas heat,
window air conditioners, stove, refhg., W&D
furnished. Lease plus
pets.
no
deposit,
$500.00 month. 106
South 13th. 519-2699
or 753-0932.
EXTRA clean, extra
nice. Brick 3BR completely remodeled, gas.
C/H/A, new appliances,
garage with opener,
large utility room, W/D,
rear
patio,
12x60
porch, many more
extras, 1 mile from
MSU, $625 + deposit.
753-8944 after 5pm.
360
Storage Rotas
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER MINISTORAGE •Inside climate
control storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

13,000 sq/ft office
space on Andrus Drive,
extra nice. Call 7591503- 293-1545, Ask
for Sam.
OFFICE,space for rent.
Hutchens Professional
Building. 753-4529

Pets &Supplies
DOG Obedience.
Master Trainer.
436-2858

tes Offend

OPEN
REDUCED!
HOUSE SAT Sept 4th,
10am-5pm. For sale
New
owner
by
Redwater
Concord,
Estates. 3BR, 3BA on 2
lots. 2,700 sq.ft. new
dock. Year around lake
access. 126
Dr
Redwater
$179,000. 753-3930

2003 Yamaha Rapto
660R With 2 Fulme
gear
&
Helmets
Bought local, very good
condition 15-20 riding
Yoshimura
hours.
Exhaust, Ned bars,
Protector Guards, AC
Racing grab bars, Scott
Racing grips, chest
goggles.
protector,
gloves. Call 293-0811
or 753-1775

N 5-30 acre sections,
located oft 121S, less
than 10 miles out of
town (813) 963-5926
nchard
r
lee@amcind.com.

1986 Jeep Cherokee
4x4, new tires. 7599455 after 5PM

CiesFor Isis
0 Down Program
100% Financing)
Baker
Keith
Call
Homes today and let's
get you ready for your
new home 1-731-6440013
1602 Tabard, Martin
Heights, 3/2, available
Dec. 1st, $130,000.
753-0090, 293-5894
2 bedroom, 1-1/2
utility,
big
baths,
kitchen, living room, 2
car detached garage
on corner lot in Hazel.
270-753$29,000.
8251, 270-293-3181
38R 26A brick w/ basement, large lot and
area.
more. Almo
(270)753-7539
38R, 1BA brick ranch,
near campus, updated
attached
bathroom,
garage, nice yard,
shed. $69,900. Call
or
(270)753-2283
(303)410-9148
BARGAIN if sold at
once. Immediate potsession. 3 bedroom 2
with
condo
bath
garage. All appliances.
central heat and air.
Need to move at once.
Might consider lease.
Phone 498-8725 for
more information.
CENTER
Ridge
61
Subdivision
Whisper Dr. 5 miles
from beach area. 5
miles from boat ramp.
Needs repair. $30,000.
060. 759-4776 11:303:00 Mon-Thur and
anytime Fn-Sun
Homes
FRANKLIN
now available at Keith
Baker
Homes.
Comparable to site
1)40 homes. (731)64.40012.
HAZEL, large corner
lot, 4BR. 1BA. CHA,
gas heat, replacement
windows, work shop
and large RV and boat
storage bldg $57,500
759-9705
LAND
Home
Packages Available.
Let our land home specialist help you find
home
your dream
sell
We
package.
homes in TN and KY.
Call today for details at
1-731-644-0012
LAND IN THE LIEU 6
Bring us the deed to
your land and let us put
you in your dream
home. 731-644-0013
LOVELY homes for
sale. 0 down payment,
free recorded message. 800-327-6410
ext 405
MOVING- must sell:
2,800 sq.ft. home in
Southwest Villa, 4 bedrooms- 3 5 baths.
$178,500. Call 7530539.
REDUCED! FOR sale
by owner: 2BR. 1BA.
with large loft. 1,518
sq.ft. 110 N. 9th St.
$59,000. 753-3930
Energy
Southern
Homes
Custom build your
home or choose from
over 200 floor plans
Call today for details 1800-533-3568
SPEC homes_
home!!!
Awesome
Ready to move into.
Set-up on land. Call
today. 731-644-0012

USED Homes
Let us trade for your
used home or let us
make an offer on your
home 1-800-533-3568
home.
VINTAGE
PEG'S Dog Grooming
Rivenvood Road living
M-F 753-2915
room, dining room, formal library, great room,
4/2-1/2. laundry, double garage, 9' ceilings.
crown molding, many
custom extras, Italian
DEER
Hunters
slate and hard wood
444 floors.
on
Paradise
by
Shown
across Hamlin store, appointment.
75323 acres 8 20 acres 0090,293-5894
both
around store
tracts are set in pine 5
years old Public boat
ramp about 1 mile
$1,000 per acre. Call
Eugene Bustle. Cell
270-880-1311, home
270-436-2921

FOR sale or trade:
English Bulldogs 1M3F, Boston Terriers 6F
and mini. horses. 270293-6852

Check us out
on the Web!

wsw.murroyiedger.co

1999 White Chevy
Lumina fully loaded.
753-2204 or 293-4178
1998 Ford Taurus station wagon, runs good,
looks good, Needs very
minor work. $2,000.
753-5858
Oldsmobile
1990
Cutlass Ciera. Runs
perfectly. $1.500. 731247-5935
1985 Monte Carlo,
1-owner, 60,xxx miles
$2,500 (270) 2935388

1998 Toyota Sienna
XLE mini-van, leather,
good condition. 2934233
Nissan
red
1997
Quest, 98,800 miles,
NADA value $3,900,
must sell $3.200 080.
767-9865
1996 Ford Club Wagon
Chateau loaded, rear
A/C, 4 captain's chairs,
new tires, everything,
works, used for long
distance travel, excellent condition. Call 7679442
1996 Ford Explorer
Sport 4x4. all power,
115K, $5,200 OBO
(2 70)4 3 5 - 4 1 4 0 ,
(270)293-2269
1992 Astro Van. White,
great condition, 25
mpg. 759-4754
500
Used Trucks
2000 Chevrolet LS,
Extended cab, pick-up,
5.3 liter, 90,xxx. 4928444 after 5:00 p.m.

ALAN'S PAINTING
Bring in the Spring
with professional interior/exterior painting
reasonable rates Free
estimates! Satisfaction
Guarantee! 731-5935155
ALEXANDER SEPTIC
SERVICE Septic tank
and grease trap cleaning and repair Access
risers installed 7535933, 1-877-335-1500

510
Campers
CAMPER for sale, lake
ront lot #58 with deck
at Moore's Resort.
Coachman 1997. 367"
two bedroom, double
slide out with washer &
dryer combo. Excellent
neighbors. Call 270753-1444 or cell phone
270-210-6840

2001 SeaDoo 3 seate
$3,900 sell or trade
293-2408
1994 18' Javelin Bass
Boat and trailer w/
HP
150
Evinrude
motor needs minor
work but runs great.
$2,500. 753-5858

WE
CA

7 1
2Ikon af*5 p.m.,*12 Opt, by Appt Mar Mow
ara,la•Htlerivitationy lob*nainsM Hama

www.frotterswoodshopecom
We build, repair,
and refinish.

1220 Hopkins
Road • Murray
753-0249

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971"
-Carpets •Upholstery
.Emergency Water
Removal 'Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Dirt?"
753-5827

V.

oofing Meta
We now inanufacture. Buy direct.

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel, .
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
Concrete
Finishing. Driveways.
Sidewalks, Patios, etc.
759-3229.
D.G
Landscaping &
Nursery
•mulching
•fertilization/overseeding
'welding
-trimming
'pressure washing
'parking lot sweeping
*leaf mulching
435-4431
DAVE'S small tree,
bush trimmings & gutter cleaning. Call Dave
(270)395-9915
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for. Plus, all repairs for
home and business.
293-5438
DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503

-7728
453
7
emw 3

Visit Our Showroom Today

CARPENTRY
ALL
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, sagging floors, termite &
water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ASPHALT
Travis Asphalt
SealcoatIng
Tony Travis, Owner
•Dnveways
*Parking Lots
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279

1998 Dodge Dakota
Sport. V-6, magnum
Call 767-0313
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
1993 Chevy 3/4 ton
removal,
with goose neck ball. Trimming,
stump grinding, fireelectric brakes, in good
wood. Insured. 489shape. $3,000. 7591503293-1545. ask for 2839.
Sam
K&H Custom Masonry.
1991 Ford 250, 4x4, V8,brick & block, quality
transmis5.8 automatic
craftsmanship. Free
sion. 70,000 miles, in ^^rwl
v---estimates. 270-376condition. $3.165. 753-5410 or 270-705-6636
5736
Hudson
89 GMC Sierra SWB. LAYTON
hauling, landscaping,
auto, air, $3,400 OBO
backhoe & loader work.
492-8288, 767-0556
1985 F250, V8. 351. 753-4545 or 492-6265
auto, 4x4, dually, great
vehicle. $3,500. 731247-5935

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring persona4 install tor you?

30M:MIIIM1
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&
Order byll
pick up no:1day.
,000+ sq. tt. of 29 8: 26 gauge in stock.
&I 844,2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
-8Q0-909-9064•270-247-8844

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

(270) 767-0313
(2701 527-7176

MOWING, trimming, QUICK
Right
&
mulching, painting, odd Painting, House work,
jobs, cleaning. 767- Yard work, Odd Jobs.
0533
(270)761-2559
TENNESSEE Metals,
SYSTEM
Inc. 641 North Puryear, SEPTIC
TN 38251. (731)247- INSTALLATION And
repair, pumping field
3222. Monday thru
replacement
line
Thursday 8-4. now
buying tin, iron, cars. washer beds installed
gravel
Excavating,
Come by for the best
driveways and parking
prices anywhere! Rolllots installed BRENT
off containers also
ALLEN
available.
SEPTECH.759-1515
WALTERS
1-8,77-335-1500
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
All Major Appliances
Work. Over 30 Years
and Mcst Major Brands
Gerald
Experience.
Walters. 753-2592.
On The Square • Murray
WATERPROOFING
12701753-1713
AND
BASEMENTS
CRAWLSPACES. SIMMONS'S Carpentry
roof & Handyman work
Underground
drains, surface water Free estimates Call
diversions, shoreline 767-0958 and 270and erosion control 519-8570
riprap installed, storm WE build mini-storBRENT ages
shelters.
garage, out
ALLEN SEEPTECH. buildings and we can
759-1515. 1-877-335- level ground
Scott
1500
Miller 753-1150 ext229

PAYTON Lawn Care
and
Service
Landscaping Mowing,
leaf raking, and fertilizing and also landscaping Phone 270-4365507 or 270-293-7717
Day or night

WE SERVICE
Ward-Elkins

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dnve • Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Shop Murray first for
all the bargains
EYES &EYEWEAR

436-2867 Joe's Small
Engine Repair Free
pick-up/delivery.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work.
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years experience. Call
Carters.
AFFORDABLE
A-1
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters, tree
work 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
ABLE hauling. Clean
Ap garages, gutters.
junk We haul amost
anything. 753-7439
CARPORTS Starting
at $675 installed_ Roy
HiN (270)436-2113.

(OLYMPIC PLAZA — MURRAY)

753-5507
•Cemprebeasive Ennis for Glames & Contnet Lem
*Treatment of Eye Infectiow
*Large Selection of Designer Frames Sad %Rime
Nast Insurance Accepted
Dr,Doom w,payee "Quality Eyeeeteefor the Entire Family"

Sewing By Steven
9J
• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

il€4ü
• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

Coll For Appointment 270-753-6361

.11•••

Family harmony shattered LookingBack
10 years ago
by sour notes from booze
In high school football

Treatment
for earwax

DEAR ABBY: I am 26 and a
specialists often rely on a spesingle mother. My parents
cial vacuum device. In some
divorced when I was a teenager,
cases, the wax may have to be
but they have always been there
manually picked out of the ear
for me emoby an otolaryngologist using an
tionally and
operating room microscope.
financially.
and
safe
is
treatment
oil
The
For the most
inexpensive. I encourage you to
part we have
use it as a first step. Remember
always been
the prohibition against putting
a close and
objects, such as hairpins and
loving famicotton swabs, in the ear, because
who
ly
they can perforate the eardrum
could go out
or cause serious infection.
To give you related informaDear Abby and have a
great time
tion, I am sending you a copy of
together.
Report "Ear
my Health
By Abigail
The last
Infections and Disorders."
Van Buren
few times
Other readers who would like a
that Dad and I have had drinks,
copy should send a long, selfwe have said hurtful things to
addressed, stamped envelope
each other, and it has escalated
and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
to shoving and hitting. When
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
we're sober we are affectionate
sure to mention the title.
and loving. We go on vacations
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a
29-year-old woman with a hot, and have a great time with the
whole family.
burning sensation that occasionDo you have any idea what
ally shoots through my left
could be causing this? -- HUNG
breast. I have been to several
OVER IN MIDLAND,TEXAS
doctors who say it may be
DEAR HUNG OVER: Yes,
caused by a pinched nerve. Do
I do. It's the alcohol. Since alcoyou agree'?
hol can cause a change in perDEAR READER: Breast
sonality, it is important that you
pain may not come from the
and your dad avoid it.
breasts at all. There are many
P.S. Are you aware that alcowall
"chest
so-called
of
causes
hol problems can run in famipain" ranging from a strained
lies? It is vital that you warn
pectoralis muscle (beneath the
your child about this important
breast) to nerve pain from disorfact and set a good example.
ders of the upper spine.
Alcoholics Anonymous(AA)is
The important consideration
listed in your phone book.
is that your doctors should first
Contact them, and they will prorule out breast disorders such as
vide you with literature on this
mastitis or tumors with examisubject.
nation and, perhaps, a mammogram or an ultrasound. Once the
DEAR ABBY: I'm embarkiurrati's Newest- I ot-it- breast has been judged to be
rassed to admit this, but after
normal, they can focus their
apd (oft
two years of marriage, I still
attention on the other possible
have not sent out thank-you
4'111,
causes. For example, you probanotes to everyone who attended
bly need a chest X-ray and X• Alary Inge/keit • Houk* Decor my wedding and gave us gifts.
rays of your thoracic spine, as
• I trii-s;cr.'i,,' 1I.
Our wedding was during
well as a cardiogram and upper
finals week of college, and
GI series (X-rays of your stomimmediately after that, we left
ach).
for our honeymoon. One week
Once the doctors have identiafter our return, we moved
fied the cause of your pain, they
across the state and had to set up
as
such
treatment,
can suggest
a home and find employment.
ibuprofen or stronger medicine.
I cringe when I think about

DEAR DR.GOTT: It seems
that my ears plug up at least
once a year, even after using
home remedy solutions. I went
to our HMO
doctor and
said
he
over-thecounter
stuff is no
and
good
told me to
put two to
three drops
Dr. Gott of cooking
oil in my
ears every
By
Dr. Peter Gott other night
to
and
return to his office after two
weeks for ear lavage. Before I
use the oil treatment, I'll await
your advice.
DEAR READER: Earwax
can be difficult to remove, especially if it is hard and adheres to
the ear canal.
Your HMO doctor was. correct: A couple of drops of light
oil — any oil will do — in the
ear for a day or two (two weeks
is, I believe, unnecessarily long)
should soften the wax, dislodge
it and make for easy removal.
Most doctors use an ear
syringe with a jet of warm water
for this purpose. After appropriate preparation with oil, this
technique usually suffices.
However, more aggressive
therapy may be required' for
really troublesome wax accumulations. In such instances,
some physicians use a Waterpik;

•••
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IF HE'D WITNESSED
DEN A FRACTION OF 114I5
SPECTACLE, HE'D...

DiSCU5SIN16,

Ruk) FOR MI5 LIFE!
1100, HA HA!!
RUN AND NEVER
COME RACK"

cOM PAR i NG,
o85Es54Mo AND
STARTINo ALL OVER"

IT'S BAD LUCK FOR THE
GROOm TO SEE THE DRESS
BET-ME THE WECOINC,, BUT
REALLY, REALLY BAD LUCK,
FOR HIM TO SEE THE DRESS

smofaviisic,

NO!

how many people have asked
my mother if we received their
gift and "where are the thankyous." Is there anything I can do
to eliminate this guilt before I'm
condemned to live with it forever? -- GUILTY IN NEW YORK
DEAR GUILTY: Yes. Buy a
nice box of stationery and a pen,
and write gracious notes to
everyone who gave you a wedding gift. Say, "I apologize for
the long delay in writing to you,
but I want you to know how
much 'John' and I are enjoying
the lovely( )you gave us for
our wedding, and I want to
thank you for your generosity in
giving it to us." Believe me, it's
better to receive a tardy thankyou note than never to receive
one at all.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I am a 49year-old man with a problem. I
have lived with a woman for
about four years whom I think
the world of -- but I am not in
love with her. I really don't feel
that I ever loved her. We moved
in together for financial reasons,
and one thing led to another.
She is my best friend, but I'm
lonely.
We do not have a sexual relationship, although we share the
same bed. I want to be happy in
the autumn years of my life. I
don't want to hurt her, but I want
to be happy. What should I do?
-- NEEDS MORE
DEAR NEEDS MORE:
One thing is certain, you will
never become romantically
involved while you're sharing a
home and bed with your
ladyfriend. She will probably
not be thrilled to hear it, but you
must level with her about your
feelings. It's time to move on.
Set a deadline to be out, and
abide by it.

games, Calloway County Lakers
won over South Hopkins at
Nortonville and Murray Tigers
lost to Trigg County Wildcats at
Cadiz.
20 years ago
It was a quiet Labor Day
weekend in Murray with no serious traffic accidents or injuries
reported, according to Murray
Chief of Police Jerry Lee.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of
Steve Birdsong, Mike Watson,
Tim Birdsong and Ricky Bucy
who participated and placed in
events at the Mid-South
Motorcross Championship at
Atwood, Tenn.
40 years ago
The board of directors of
Murray Junior Chamber of
Commerce has taken action concerning the lack of interest in
Frankfort on highway maintenance and construction in the
area. A.B. Crass was named to
head Project 641.
50 years ago
Fire destroyed the large two
story white frame house located
on North 4th Street this morning. The building was owned by
Guy McCuiston and the offices
for Early Bird Car Sales were in
the house.
60 years ago
Two local servicemen, Pfc.
Robert W. Ealey and Pfc.
Charles Ruble- Cooper, have
been reported killed in World
War II action in France.
Reported wounded in action are
Pvt. Winfred Farris, Pfc. J.D.
Outland, Pvt. Charles D.
Brewer, Sgt. George Green and
Pfc. Claude Darnell, all in
France.
Thomas Marshall Gantt.
Newberry,
Levy
Herbert
Freeman Artel Venable, Jesse
Clayton Harrell, Clayborn Crick
and Woolford Heflin Brandon

ContractBridge
Swapping Horses in Midstream
South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•QJ 9 6 3
•9 4
•8 2
IA 8 3 2
EAST
WEST
•8
•7 5
IPAKQ10875
•J 6 3 2
• 10 9 7
•6 4 3
16
•K J 109
SOUTH
4A K 1042
•—
•AKQ5
•Q7 54
The bidding:
East
North
West
South
4 IV
2•
Pass
I•
6 46
Opening lead — two of hearts.
Declarer sometimes changes his
mind midway through the play and
does the opposite of what he
intended to do at the start. Usually,
the reason is that he has discovered
something unexpected about the
opposing hands that forces him to
reconsider his original plan.
That's what happened on this
deal, where declarer had to limit
himself to one club loser to bring
home the slam. When he first saw
dummy, South thought that at some
point later he would make the normal
play of cashing the ace of clubs and

then leading toward his queen, hoping to find East with the king.
Considering East's leap to four
hearts, this approach seemed more
likely to succeed than if East had not
bid at all. However. South decided to
keep an open mind while trying to
learn more about the makeup of the
adverse hands.
After ruffing the heart lead,
declarer drew two rounds of trumps
and cashed the A-K-Q of diamonds,
discarding a club from dummy.
South then ruffed his last diamond in
dummy and, when East followed
suit, radically altered his onginal
plan of play.
Since East had shown up with
one spade and four diamonds, and
surely had at least seven hearts for
his leap to four hearts, he could not
possibly hold more than one club.
Accordingly, at trick eight declarer
ruffed dummy's last heart, then led a
low club and played low from
dummy!
It did not matter to South which
opponent actually won the trick. If
East took the club, he would have to
return a heart, allowing declarer to
discard dummy's remaining low club
while he trumped in his hand. In the
actual case, West's nine won, forcing
him to lead a club from the king or
yield a ruff-and-discard. Either way,
South could not be stopped from finishing with 12 tricks.

left Sept. 1 for induction in the
Armed Forces.
The great steel gates of
Kentucky Dam were officially
closed Aug. 30 at 8 a.m., completing sealing off the flow of
waters of the Tennessee River
for all but navigation and power
purposes. The impounding of
the waters for what will be
Kentucky Lake was started several days ago by the partial closing of the gates, but the complete and official closing was
delayed until Aug. 31, according
to George P. Jessup, project
manager for the TVA dam.
Births reported include a boy
and Mrs. Edwin Landon,
Mr.
to
Aug. 17.
70 years ago
With 151 members, the
Murray Chamber of Commerce
is rapidly becoming organized
into one of the most active
organizations of its kind in
Western Kentucky. It was organized July 2, 1934, for three years
with W.S. Swann, mayor of
Murray and member of board of
regents at Murray State College
as president, and L.J. Hortin as
secretary.
Camp Murray, located on the
south side of Murray, has been
designated the outstanding CCC
Camp in the Fifth Army Corps
area.
Dr. John W. Carr, president of
Murray State College, spoke at
summer commencement exercises when 51 persons, including 22 from Calloway County,
receiving degrees.
Marriages announced include
Irene Jones to J.C. Calhoun,
Aug. 25.

Todaylnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Sept. 4,
the 248th day of 2004. There
are 118 days left in the year.
in
Highlight
Today's
History:
On Sept. 4, 1781, Los
Angeles was founded by
Spanish settlers.
On this date:
In 1888, George Eastman
received a patent for his rollfilm camera, and registered his
trademark, Kodak.
In 1893, English author
Beatrix Potter first told the story
of Peter Rabbit in the form of a
"picture letter" to Noel Moore,
the son of Potter's former governess.
In 1917, the American expeditionary force in France suffered its first fatalities in World
War I.
In 1944, during World War
II, British troops entered
Antwerp, Belgium.
In 1957, Ford Motor Co.
began selling its ill-fated Edsel.
In 1967, Michigan Gov.
George Romney told a TV
interview he'd undergone a
"brainwashing" by U.S. officials during a 1965 visit to
Vietnam — a comment that
apparently damaged Romney's
bid for the Republican presidential nomination.
In 1971, an Alaska Airlines
jet crashed near Juneau, killing
1 1 1 people.
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1 Conducted
4 Blacken
8 Bronte heroine
Jane 12 Yale athlete
13 Symbol
of sanctity
14 Wiener
schrirtzel base
15 Psychic power
18 *- -,old

chap-

G A Ft1=1

17 Thing
18 Feels bitter
20 Mr Pacino
21 Elephant's
quarters
22 Good judgment
28 Warms up
for a bout
29 Go on the 30 Cassius Clay
31 Napoleon's
island
32 Mom's partner
33 Cheshire Cat.
finally
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I'VE DISCOVERED A
NEW WAY TO BEAT
THE SLIMMER NEAT
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SCHOOL STARTS TOMORROW
MARCIE I NEED TO BORROW
A NOTEBOOK SOME PAPER. A
RULER AND A PENCIL

1

HAS IT EVER OCCURRED TO
YOU, SIR, THAT THOSE
ITEMS CAN BE PURCHASED AT
YOUR NEAREST STORE?
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Crosswords
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DON'T ASK ME TO BE
MAID OF HONOR AT
YOUR WEDDIN6, MARCIE
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34 West of
Hollywood
35 Evergreen
irger
38 lifIr
37 From Calcutta
39 Some whiakey
40 Vol
41 Travel need
45 Swabbies
48 Big Island port
49 Drapery support
50 Shampoo
additive
51 Steady
52 III temper
53 Penn or
Connery
54 Insignificant
55 Koan
discipline
DOWN
1 Knowing look
2 So what - rs
new?
3 Quick swims
4 Casual slacks
5 Must(2 wds.)
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6 Sorrowful cry
7 Orbison or
Acuff
8 Misfortunes
9 To date
10 - Dawn Chong

INN Mil dlil°
11111. 111111= MUM
ill= MIN 11111111111
111111111111111111111
1111111 ill11111101111
MIME MI AIM
MEI dill AMIN
ME AIM
11111111111111
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11 'Nightmare'
street
19 Philanthropist
- Comet
20 Intend
22 Big bankroll
23 Hazard
24 Dutra of golf
25 Iced-tea
garnish
26 18-wheeler
27 Blueprint
28 Sacked out
29 Axiom
32 Family room
33 Diver
- Louganis
35 Chatter
36 Of yore
38 'Peer Gynt"
creator
39 King or queen
41 Reside
42 Desert St
43 Horror flick
staple
44 First orchard',
45 Hahn,or neon
48 Bullfight yell
47 Python
48 Skirt bottom
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Visa

Money Order
M/C

Name
St. Address
City
State

Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with
payment to

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call
(2701 752-1916
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